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INTRODUCTION

0

The delivery of services to children'vf minority

groups is hampered by the lack of recognition of ethnic.'

factors. Although often overlooked, ethaicity is a key

component in all phases of child welfare, including pro-

vision of homemakers, foster family care, institutional

placements, and adoption. The study, Ethnic Factors in

Child Welfare, being conducted at the Columbia University

School of Social Work, and supported by the Children's

Bureau, Office of Child Development, U.S. Department of

Health, Education and Welfare, is an exploratory research

with several preliminary goals. These are: (1) to iden-

tify the major issues of con-cern to embers of ethnic

minority groups with retard to serv/ce delivery; (2) to

review proposals which move in the direction of a multi-

ethnic service system; (3) to develop a typology

defining commonalities in needs among ethnic grotps;

and (4) to propose standards for service delivery where

factors of ethnicity are involved. The study is con-

cerned with children of five minorIty groups: American

Indians, As.l.an Americans, Blacks, Mexican Americans and

Puerto Ricans.
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As a first phase of the research, the literature of

the past ten years in professional journals, books, and

unpubliphed papers.was reviewed. The study document,

Ethnicity and Child Welfare: An Annotated Bibliography,

represents the first publication of the research project.

Based on those references, the present paper and second

. study document, Identification of Ethnic Issues in Child

Melfare: A Review of the Literature, was prepared. This

draws heavily on the'tibliographic references cited in

the companion document, but it is not organized in terms

of separate ethnic gro'ups but rather in terms of the

major issues which have been identified. Part I of the

present paper refers to the four major concerns discussed
k

in the literature, with a section on each. These are:
,

(1) elimination of myths; (2) lack of recognition of cul-

tural differences; (3) lack of appreciation of bilingual-

ism; and (4) threat to group survival. Part II comprises

three sections on proposals for change, including (1) re-

education and retraining; (2) programming for cultural
Is,

content; and (3) changes in the direction of a mUltiethnic

service system. ,

Coverage for the annotated bibliography, as well

as for the accompanying paper on issues, was based on

materials published from 1963 through 1973. The refer-
.

- ences were from approximately 40 books and monographs,

MP
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25 professional journals whose issues were reviewed for

ten years, and about 25 unpublished papers, documents,

reports, newspaper stories, and conference proceedings.

The main criterion for the inclusion of a reference.was

whether it had relevance for the study. Emphasis was

on professional materi'als with information that was

reliable, well-documented, and knowledgeable. Where

issues had not yet been raised in professional journals

in documented form, however, more info?vl sources were

tappe.d. Particular concern was given:to nclusion of

material where the authorship was by members of each of

the minority groups in the study,.although no relevant

item was excluded because the author was not of the group.
. . - .

The present paper incorporates extensive quotations from

these documents and sources, and these references become

the data base for analysis. Thus an empirical approach

has been used, with contest as data. The organization-

of materials followed the analysis of the references,

rather than being a preconceived format in which 'refer-

ences were sought to fit each of the categories.

Ethnic Group: Definitions and Demographic Variables

Before discussing the study findings, it may'be

use,ful to define the key term, "ethnic group." Ethnicity,
_

is not a precise concept, but nonetheless it is a viable

one. There is a substantial literature on ethnicity,

6
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and although there may be disagreement on some of the

components of the definition, there is general agreement

on the cove of meaning of the concept. Weber defines

ethnic group as "a collectivity based on an assumption

, of common origin, real or imaginary."11 Another defini-

tion is that of.Schermerhorn, who defines it as:

a collectivity within a larger society
having real or putative common ancestry,

-- memories of a shared historical past,
and a cultural focus on one or more
symbolic elements....A necessary accom-
paniment is some consciousness of kind
among members of the group....21

Among these symbolic elements, Schermerhorn refers to

physical contiguity, language Or dialect, religion, phenc-

typical features, kinship patterns, and nationality, or

any-combination of. zhese-

In describing ethnic patterns, it is apparent that

different configuraticns exist depending on the situa-

i

,
tion. Religion may be critical for defining certain

groups, national origin for others,language, fir.., others.

// .

Typically it is a combination of factory, and differinceé

often only become explicit at points of cult7.re conflici.

Discussion of needs of members of minority groups

often takes place without reference to the actual facts

about the population which .1.s under study. How large

are these groups; where are they located; and what par-

ticular demographic characteristics need to be considered

A
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as the bisis for discussiont The five groips in the

study comprise a total of under 31 million persons, or

approximately 15 percent of the population of the United

States, according to the 1970 Census. Size and distri-

bution are included in Table 1.

Table 1

Fopulation,Statistics

Total
Ethnic Group United States'

Black Americans 22,539,362

Mexican Americans 4,532,552

Puerto Ricans 1,429,664

Asian Americans 1,190,737
Japanese 506,675
Chinese 433,469
Filipino 316,823
Hawaiian 98,836
Korean 70,598

American Indians 760,572

TOTAL 30,452,887

Source: United States Census United States
Summary Detailed Characteristics, Table 190,
'13ersons of Races Other Than White and Persons
of Spanish Heritage, by Nativity, Sex, and
Age: 1970,"1-593-5, and United States Census,
Supplementary Report of 1970 Census of Popu-
lation,"Persons of Spanish Ancestry,"PC-(SI)-30,
February 1973, Table 1,"Persons of Spanish
Origin for Regions, Divisions, and States: 1970,"1.
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The complexities of\the ethnic concept are such

that not 'only is precise definition not possible, neither

,
is a precise count. The Census data reflect a variety

of undellying criteria, such as race, nativity, ancestry

and heritage. Sometimes there is a generational criterion,

sometimes not. The problem of definitions and inclusions

needs to be studied far itself,,but the Osense of pre-

cision should not paralyze Wark in this area. For the

purposes of the present review, this research folkows

the generally utilized references to population group-

ings in the literature. At A later phase in the research,

'questions of identity and criteria will be examined.

Black Americans comprise ths.largest ethnic group

in the study; they are also a relatively young population
. .

with a median 'age of 22.5 years. Geographically there

has been substantial movement of Blacks to urban areas,

but 53 percent remain in the South, 19 percent in the

Northeast, and 20 percent in the Worth Central regions.

The next largest group, the Mexican Americans, incorporate

several cultures, including Spanish and Indian. in geo-

graphic terms, 53 percent of Mexican Americans are in the

West and,37 percent in the South. Tie Puerto Rican popu-

lation is very highly concentrated in the Northeast, with

81 percent living in that region, primarily in New York
..

City. Unique to their situation is the extensive move-

9
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ment of people between thp Islands an-d the Mainland,.so

that there is a strong reinforcement of Om Spaniah cul-

ture. The Asian Americans are a diverse group, with

Japanese Americans having the largest concentration, and

Chinese#Americans being next in size. They are a rela-
,

tively older population when zompared with the other

groups in the study, in particular the Japanese group,

which has a median age of 32.4 years. Eight-two percent

of. Asian Americans live in the West, principally in

California. American Indians are the smallestgroup in

the study,'but they are also the most heterogenous group. ,

In the 1970 Census, Indians reported over 130 tribal

affiliations. The five largest tribal groups are the

Navajos, with 96,743; Cherokee, 66,150; Sioux, 47,825;

Chippewa, 41,946; Pueblo, 30,971. The smallest report-

ing group of all Indians is the KtAkitat tribe with 21 -

members. This is a :lung population, with a median age

of 20.5 years. Forty-nine percent of all American Indians

live in the West, 25 percet.- in the South. Nearly half

of all Indians live in urban areas, and only 28 percent

still live on reservations. Language use reflects liv-

ing locale. It is reported that 32 percent of the

American Indians in urban areas said that their native

language is their mother tongue, wheras 58 percent of

those on reservations stated their native language was

10
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their mother tongue. This figure rose to 72 percent for

Indians who were 65 years and over.

These brief notes on size and location of the

population of ethdic minorities give some focus Co the

groups uhder study.21 Although.they represent only 15

perceni of the total population in the United States,

they constitute a higher proportionate vopulation of

those in need of services. This is true because of the

well-documented special needs of minority people.

The primary socially handicapping condition affecting

children is poverty, and poverty is far more prevalent

among minority than other children. In Profiles of Children,
Ott

prepared for the White House Conference on Children in

1970, the data show that only 17 percent of White fami-

_lies.had incomes be1ow $6,000% hut this mas true of.50

percent of Black families. For Indians living on reser-

vations, 80 percent of families were below the poverty

level. Such-referents could be multiplied many times

over for all of the groups under consideration in the

4/
study.-

Not only is poverty an important problem facing the

minority'child, but for many the mental health problems

are seven. and needing attention. The Committee on

Children of Minority Groups, which was established by the

Joint Commission on Mental Health of Children, has made

a strong statement of the effect on children of both

11
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poverty and racism. It documents with extensive data

the special needs for mental health servcces for chikdren

of minorit groups.5/

Granted the special needs occasioned by low incomes,

ard the exacerbation of these needs because of racism

and liited opportunitiei, it is indeed ironic that barr.
//

riers are put in the way of service delivery because of

lack of recognition of ethnic patterns.= the very factors

that contribute to the need for services. The review
..

of literature will indicate major concerns and proposals

for change. .

,
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FOOTNOTES FOR INTRODUCTION

1/
Max Weber, "The Ethnic Group," in Talcott Parsons,

et. al., Theories of Society, Vol. 1, (Glencoe,
Illinois: The Free Peess, 1961), p. 305:

2/
R.A. Schermerhorn,' Comnarative Ethnic PeJations:
A Framework for Theory and Research, (New York:
Random House, 1970), p. 12.

3/
Demographic data hav,e been taken from the following

sources: United States Census. United States Sum-
mary, Detailed Characteristics, TAble 190, "Persons
of Races Other Than White and Persons of .$panish
Heritage, by Nativitt,. Sex, and Age: 1970,"1-593-5,

; and United States Census, Supplementary Report of
1970 Census of Population, "Persons of Spanis--
Ancestry," PC-(SI)-30, February 1973, Table 1,

1 "Persons of Spanish Origin for Regions, Divisions,
and States: 1970,"1. United States Census, United
States Summary, Ceneral Ponulation Characteristics,
Tabla 60, "Races of the Population for Regions,
Divlaions, and States: 1970," 1-293, and "Snecial
Report: American Indians," PC (2.7'

4/
U.S. Government Printing Office; Profi1eV-of Children,

1970 White House Conference on Children, Washington
D.C., pp. 21-22.



5/
Report Of the Joint Commission on Mental'Health of

Children, Qyisis in Child Mental Health: Challenge`
for the 1970's, Chapter*V, "Children of Minorir
Groups: A Special Mental Health Risk," (New York:
Hsrpei and Row, 1970),pp. 215-249.
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PART OPE

.
. IDENTIFICATION OF MAJOR CONCERNS

a/

From the review of literature on ethnicity and

social work, with special referepce to'child care

settings, four major areas of concern have been

i'dentified. These are: (1).the elimination of myths
-- .

rielich have hampered the understandrng of the ethnic

.

communities, their problems, and their special needs;
4

(2) the lack of recognition and appreciation on the

part of planners and practitioners of the diversity

of ethnic pattern's and the values of the client popu-

1atio9: (3) the lack of appreciation of bilingualism "af a

cultural Pattern and as a necessary component in ser-

vice delivery for tho3e whO sneak English as a second

language: and (4) the threat to,the survival of the

group as a cultural entity,exacerbated by a service

system which ignores consideration of ethnicity in the
. .

planning of social services for minority clients.

Section One

ELIMINATION OF MYTHS .

To'some extent, all of the ethnic gjouns included

in this study have suffered because of myths and ingrain-

ed notions which have become institutionalized in the

social welfare field. These have had a Profound effect

15 (
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y

on the extent cnd type of services off.ered and delivered

to'clients of minority groups. In the following section

some prevalent myths about ethnic groups which are bar-
.

riers to service delivery will.be discussed.

Asian Americans: a Model Minority?

isian Americans, unlike other nonwhite ethnic groups,

have been denied needed services bemuse of overly-posi-
e

tiv'e stereotypes. They have been seen as the "model

minority" - self-sufficient, successful, and capable of
,

meeting with their own resourtes those few.nroblems that

they face.

A,

Ford H. Kuramoto, has said:

The myth of the American Dream as illustrated
by the Asian experience not only involves the
problems of identity and recognition imposed
by.the majority, but includes the -myth that
allihsians.are affluent. Most Aaians are be-
lieved to have too much money to be considered
a "poverty" category, yet many live in extreme
poverty. .

. . part of the Asian problem is that the
-

majority of society believes that Asians do
not have Problems, and in some cases that

k., Asians do not even constitute a minority group.
o Although the're are some Asians who feel that

they do pot represeot a disadvantaged ethnic
mino.rity, it is my onin-ion that most Asians
would agree that they are not only a minority
group, but suffer at least to some extent from
that status at the hands of the racist Process
in this country.11 'N

Other referenceg in the literature suggest that the,

Asian American is very sensitive to his "favored" nosition

among ethnic minoritkes and keenly aware of how he is

16
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being used to justify racist attitudes and policies'

toward other eth,ric groups.

In the recently issued Asian American Task Force Report

of the Council on Social Work Education it was noted that:

In the view of Asian Americans today, they are
being exPloited as pawns in "a desperate game
that is belng playea to legitimize racism in
this country. The middle-class status of some
Asians, narticularly successful Chinese and
Japanese in the professions and business, is
generalized to characterize all Asians, and
they are then held out as proof that freedom
and democracy are alive and well in America.
As success tokens of American democracy and
the free enterprise system, the example of
Asians is used to deny or minimize the exist-
ence of racial problems and thus to perpetuate
the oppression of PeoPles 6f color. The stereo-
type is cultivated that Asians have made it
through the virtues of hard work, thrift, edu-
cation and initiative; and therefore, it is .

asked why can't the Blacks, Chicanos, Nativ'e
Americans and the rest do likewise?

Because Asians have no power of their own, they
have felt themselves to be in a vulnerable nosi-
tion and have not challenged these myths.
Asians who have attained economic seturity feel
comnelled to defend the system and to acquiesce
in performing the rOle pf the well-fed houseboys
of the establishment.24/

At,

Pei-Ngor Chen in her article, "The Chinese Community

in Los Angeles," Social Casework, December, 1970, notes

that thete are cultural values within the Chinese cometunity

which foster reinforcement of the "model minority" myth

among the Chinese:

The myth that Chinese peonle have no Problems
is a fallacy. The Chinese people in America
have problems now, have had them in therpast,
and will continue to have them in the future.

17
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Two significant factors contribute to the
misconceptions about the Chinese popula-
tion in America: (1) the general public's
tendency to stereotype ethnic ciroups and
(2) the Chinese people's tendency to hide
the darker side of their culture. It his
been assumed that traditional strong,. family*
ties among the Chinese have reduced their
problems to a minimum and vhat the phinese
people can take care of their own Problems.
The Chineie people themselves tend to re-
inforce and exaggerate these distortions
and thereby add to the general misconcep-
tions about them. Honor and pride have
prevented them from making their problems
known to the public. 3/'

The ponsequences of this myth for the provision of

social_welfafe servicei have been pat many much needed

services'havenot-been sought after by Asien Americans
.4,

and therefore not provided. Asian Americans have been

systematically excluded from many social welfare programs.

In writing of New York's Chinatown, Marjorie,Sloan

Nicol stated:

At least one mnnifestatioa .of the conflict
between Chinese and American cqltures has
a direct bearing on the provision of ser-
vices to Chinatown residents. Stereotypes
on the surface favorable to the Chinese
have apparently limited awareness by the
general public and the Chinatown residents
themselves of the unmet psychosocial Prob-
lems in Chinatown. According tto
many social and health needs of the China-
town residents Ro unmet hecnuse of the
idealized conception that Problems Of its
residents can be met without extra-community
help. Chinatown leaders have actively per-

18
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petuated this stereotype, supporting the
notion that relationship groups and other
protective associations within the commu-
nity could meet the needs of their members-ft/

Perhaps the most definitive statement about the conse-

quences of the "model minority" myth for Asian Americans

was madc by Bok-Lim C..Kim, in an article entitled

"ksian Americans, No Model Minori:_y," Social Ubrk May, 1973:

. . ln 1971 thi Japanese American Citi-
zen's League reported consistent patterns
of exclusion of Asian Americans and their
communities from most of the federally
supported demonstration projects and re-
search, education and vocational training,
and social and rehabilitative programs.
The underlying rationale for this exclusion
is that Asian Americans are a successful
'model minority' and do not need such pro-
grams. National and local social welfare
organizations and thoce in related fields
also 'neglect' to include Asian-American
concerns in their programs or representatiyes
in'their policy-making bl'ards, thereby de-
priving themselvei and Asian Americans of the
opportunity to deal with urgent-issues asso-
ciated with institutional racism in this
country.

The miintenance of the convenient myth of
Asian-Americans as a model minority excludes
them from nationwide concerns and education,
health, housing, emnloyment, and social wel-
fare programs. However, behind the busy,
prosperous shops and Testaurants of Chinatown's
little Tokyos are thousands of unattached old
people wasting away their remaining years In
poverty and ill health and children of new
and not-so-new immigrants left at home with
out adequatc adult supervision while their
parentswork long hours to support them. Un-
noticed and ignored by the social welfare
community are uncountcd numbers of deserted
and abused wives and children of American
service men.

19
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In view of the complex proble:ms confronting
Asian-American communities and the lack of
resources for their resolution, the urgent
and foremost task confronting Asian-Ameri-
cans in the human services is to establish
a clear Asian-American identity and to make
visible issues and problems their peoples

The American Indian: Caught Between Two Worlds

The literature reviewed imptied,that a major belief

which has governed policy forma'tion in social services

for the' American Indian is the notion that the Indian

cannot live in a truly bicultural way - taking the bejr.

from the tribal world and the dominant cultUre and syn-

thesizing tilese into a viable life style. . The belief

has been that the Indian mUst be forced to assimilate

into the white culture if he is to survive, and he must

completely abandon tribal ways.

In an article entitled, "The Sociocultural Setting

of Indian Life," American Journal of Psv.chiatry, August,

1968, D'Arcy McNickle stated that:

In discussing the Indian situation it is
customary, almost compulsory, to refer
to the individual tribesman as man caught
between two worlds, as a man who must
break free from the past, in order to find
his place in the future - everyone recog-
nizing that his hold on the present is pre-.

carious. The Indian world is dead the
inference runs, and the tribesman must get
on with the husiness of making over his llfe.

20
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In these customary discussions it is usually
conceded.that for 'one reason or another -
public indifference or bureaucratic mis-
management - the Indian people have been,
held back by various disabling.conditions.
Remove the disabilities, it is reasoned,
and the transformatiod will follow. . . .

4. The reasoning proceeds from the assumption
that the tribal-tradition Lndian.is prepared
to break the kinship web and move from a
personal into an anonymous world. . . . An
additional assumption is involved here -
that Indians have no choice. If they do not
secularize,their institutional modes, the
outside communiZy will simply move in on them
This has been a recent threat, when Congress
legislated some tribes out of existence and
promised a like outcome for all,tribes -

, unless they moved of their own accord . . . .6/

This policy of forced assimilation has been directed

especially toward Indian children, and no 1>etler example

of it can be given than that of the hoarding school situa-

tion.

In an article in the New York Times "Indian Home Life

CgUses Concern," March 8, 1969, it was stated:

Under so called remedial and welfare programs
. . . one Indian child in four is presently
taken from his reservation home and sent off
to boardine, schools or to some form of foster
care.

Boarding schools are operated by the Govern-
ment for disturbed children with behavior
problems or for children.with .24.srvnted fami-
lies, but they really are homes of detention
with no rehabilitative services at all.

About 40,000 Indian reservation children,
half of thcm N vajos in the Southwest, are.
taken from the r faiiilies and sent to boardinE
schools, somet mes hundreds of miles away.

_

-
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In a.ddition to the children in boarding
schools, Ub tO 10000 have been more
permanently removed from their families
and sent to foster hones . . .11

Annie D. Wauneka, in a paper presented at a work-

shop on "Emotional Problems of the Indian Students in

Boarding Schoolh and Related Schools" stated that the

Navajo people do not wish to send their children sway

from home and that the policy of the Navajo tribe is

to seek the means of educating their children as close

to home as possible.-8/ The Congress of the United

Stares is cite0 for not seeing fit to make classroom

seats available to all the youngsters within their local

communities.

The4roblem of'the educltion of Navajo and other

Inlian children.goes far deeper than just the unwilling-

ness to provide facilities at the local level. The Board-

ing School has become the instrument of forced assimila-

tion vhere the Indian child is anglicized.

In a paper, "Boarding Schools and the Psychological

Problems of Indian Children", Dr. tiohert L. Bergman de-

scribes this role of the boardina school:

In the world of the boarding scWool, not
only the Navajo language, but almost all
things Navajo are rated very low. The
children are frequently reld not to be

like their parents and they are often ad-
monished against following the traditions .
of their people. . . .

22
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. . I recently heard of an incident in
which a school employee invited several
girls to her-quarters to make fried bread -
a traditional Navajo food. All concerned
were reprimanded for this violation of
school rules.

The lack of parents or parent substitutes
leaves the children with no opportunities
for identifying with any adult, except in a
negative way. They see that Navajo employ-
ees of the schools generally are in low
status and are not as much respected by the
powers that be and this does not help tHeir
own feelings of self-esteem.i/

This example illustrates some ways in which Indian

children are treated because it is believed that they

must abandon the old ways and be forced to accept the

values and mores of the dominant culture. The most cru-

cial child welfare concern of the Indian people, as

expressed in the literature, is that no matter what the

nature of the services to be -3rovided for the Indian

child - day care, foster care, adoption or boarding

$

school, they be offered with recognition of the positive

values .of the Indian culture. The maintenance of cul-

tural continuity is seen as a matter of Indian survival

and the child is seen as the crucial link between the

way "of the old ones" and the future of the Indian people.

Many Indians believe that they can be truly bucultural

and they see enormous value in this. Joe Braswell, of the

Inter-Tribal Council of Nevada, in a paper "The Concept of

Self and Social Work With American Indians, " proposed a

23
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policy of "selective acculturation," statinR:

. . . this aspect of self-hood is closely
related to the self-ideal. The values
which have been internalized are the balld-
ing blocks from which this dimension of
self is constructed. This is another area
in which many of our Indian people are
caught in a bind, especially our young people.
They are hot certain what they want to be, an
assimilated white Indian or a traditional
Indian completely, one who has reverted to
the old tribal way as totally as possib!e. I

believe that there is a third alternative, one
which many of our People seek to follow today.
It has been termed "selective acculturation
without assimilation". This means cultural
interaction without loss of cultural identity,
to be culturally eclectic, to take from both
cultures those elements we want and to mold
them into

10/
a. way of life that alienates us f.rom

neither.--

Like the American Indian, the Chicano is believed

to be a man who must make a choice between the ways of

his forefathers and the dominantAmerican culture.

Social scientists have been quick to point out cultural

traits in the Mexican American culture which hamper .chil-

dren in their "necessary" acculturation to the values of

the Anglo society. In a recent article entitled, "The

Chicano Family: A Review of the Research", Social Case-

work, March, 1973, MiRuel Montiel states:

The following child-rearing practices are
viewed in the literature as factors that
hamper -acculturation and assimilation:
pArents indulge male children, which limits
their desire to achieve; do not encourage
independence; teach their children lax
habits; do not stress education; are oriented
to the past; speak only Spanish, and think
too much about their own misfortunes.11/

21
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Montiel quotes Burma to represent,the attitude

of many social scientists who believe that the

Chicano cannot survive as a bic.ultural man. Burma

stated:

It appears necessary for the Mexican
American to make up his mind which
culture he wishes for his own, 'rath-
er than to drag willy nilly with un-
related parts of each..11/

The Latin Partin : Extended Familism and the Care of
Dependent Children

In most of the literature written about the

Mexican American and Puerto Rican cultures there are

numerous references to the extended family network

with its informal system of mutual obligation, in-

cluding the care of dependent children. If planners

of child welfare services assume that there does

exist within Latin communities an infovaal network

of child-caring resources, this has serious implica-

tions for the extent to which formal agency services

are provided.

In a recent a)ticle.in Social Casework, February,

1974, entitled, "Impact of External Systems on the

Puerto Rican Family,"Emilicia Mizio characterizes the

Puerto Rican family as follows:
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The Puerto Rican family is, in contrast
to the American, an extended family;
intimate relatio'nships within the kin-
ship system are of high value and a
source of pride and security . . . .

The Puerto Rican family eucompasdes
uot only those related by blood and
marriage,.but also those tied to it
through custom. The compadrazgo and
tilos Je crianza are important parts
of the Puerto Rican family system.

The compadrazto is the institution of
compadres or ecompanion parents%
a network of ritual kinship whose mem-
bers have a deep sense of obligation
to each ether for economic assistance,
encouragement, support, and even person-
al correction. Sponsors of the child
at baptism and confirmation assume the
role of 21drinos ('godparentst) to the
child and compadres to the parents.
Witnesses at a marriage or close friends
also assume this role. HiioS de crianzt
('children of upbringing') is the cultur-
al practice of assuming responsibility
for a child, without the'necessity of
blood or even friendship ties, and rais-
ing the child as if he were one's own.
There is no stigma attached to the parent
for surrendering his child or to the child
who is given up. This may be a permanent
or temporary arrangement.13/

This characterization defines the traditional Puerto

Rican family. The question for those who plan and im-

plement services for Puerto Rican children, however, is

to what extcnt this type of family system is prevalent

_in'the Puerto Rican community today. As Emilicia Mizio
=-

noted in her article:
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To write about the Puerto Rican family
living in the United States as if there
were a universal model would be deceiv-
ing. Familisls are affected by strains
in different ways, and the Puerto Rican
family system must be viewed as being
on a continuum. At one end is the ex-
tended family system with traditional
Puerto Rican values, and at the other
end is the nuclear family sxstem with
an American value system.a,

This qualification must be made for the Mexican

'Americans as 'well. Montiel states that the recent

studies and surveys done of the Chicano community in-

dicate that the extended family is almost nonexistent.

He cites a finding by Ulibarri who suryeyed migrant

families in the Southwest and found that the concept

of the extended family had been lost. He notes fur-

ther that Grebler and associates found that only 4

percent of the Chicano families in Los Angeles, Calif-

ornia and only 3 percent in San Antonio, Texas were

extended households. Montiel concludes that, "If these

studies accurately represent the urban Chicano fami.%y,

then the extended stable family has never been as exten-

sive as many social scientists have claimed".11/ In

spite of the findings cited by Monteil, current litera-

.ture errt*k Mexican American is full of references to

the extended family unit and its importance as a child-
.

caring resource in the Mexican community.
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Ignacio Aguilar, for example, in his article, "Initial

-Contacts with Mexican-American Families'," Socil Work,

May, l972 noted:

To Mexiean Americans the extended family
is of great significance in their pattern
of living; they take it for granted that
in time of trouble they can ajways count
on the family to help out.11,

In her article, "Mexican-American Interaction with

'Social Systems,!. Social Casework, May, 1971, Marta Soto-

mayor, characterized the Mexican family including the

phenomenon of compadrazgo, as follows:

In the extended family pattern, the mem-
bers often rescue the head of a house-
hold by sharing their goods to meet ihe
daily needs of his family. ... Various
members of the family sissume the physical
and affective care of the child when
stress from the external system causes self-
preoccupation of an individual parent.
This process is also present at times of
internal crisis, such as the birth of a new
child, when the extended family gives care
to the mother during her convalesence and
to the older youngsters. . . . ilf

The compadrazgo relationship has many similar char-

acteristics and functions: relationships assume familial

overtones in which the emotional and physical responsi-

bilities for children are also shared. Although it is

true that many Mexican Americans who migrate to this

country (and others who were in the Southwest before

2 8
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the United States expansion into these territories)

brought with them the extended family pattern and the
goo-

phenomenon of compadrazgo, with its'emphasis on kin-

ship and deep, lasting relationships, the changes ex

perienced in this society have greatly diluted, if

not modified, such structures and their accomPanying

relionships:

`-v

The degiee to which the extended family exists in

the Mexican Ameriw and Puerto Rican cultures is an

appropriate subject for further systematic research,

expecially if service delivery strategies are to reflect

the extent and type of informal child-caring resources

available within these ethnic communities. The percep-

tion of the extended family pattern as a viable resource

also has implications for the way in which a worker will

handle a crisis. Alejandro Garcia, for example, in

"The Chicano and Social Work," Social Casework, May, 1974,

stated:

Aware of the extended family pattern of
the Chicano, the worker should not sug-
gest out-of-home placement of the elderly
or disabled relative. The Chicano has
close family ties, and he assumes respon-
sibility for those relatives who can no
longer care for themselves. His training
from early childhood has conditioned him
to the tradition of the }taunt: and able
person assuming the responsibility for
the elderly and disabled.1/1/
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Blacks: How Acceptable Is IlLegitimicv? . ,

the social welfamliterature is replete, with myths

and half-tfuths about the Black community, but none has

so affected the planning and delivery of child welfare

services as the "acceptance of illegitimacy" myth. This

belief was articulated by Clgerence B. Fischer, in his.

article, "Homes for Black Children,", Child Welfare,

February, 1971:

The follow'ing are a few of the attitudes
frequently expressed by workers in the
field:

After all, the Black dulture does not'
permit the giving away of children;
"Everyone knows,the unwed mother and
her illegitimate child are easily as-
similated into the family in the Black
community;" The statistics on unrelated
adoptions do not Cake into account the
higher number of related adoptions among
black people. Those figures show that
large numbers of black children are being
adopted.19/

Fischer noted filrther that,based on a study done by

the United Community Services of Metropolitan Detroit

on Illegitimacy in 1968, the attitudes previously cited

were shown to be either myths or a way for the community
-.

to absolve itself of guilt for the failure to provide

needed services. The study proved that black families

have little or no choice on adoptions.12/
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In, an arti'tle,."The Ghetto: Some Perceptions of a

Black Social Worker," Social Work, October, 1969, Marie
47.

Simmons Saunders discussed this, misconception:

The black limily,'first of all, is an
extended family. Rslatives readily .

share tespontibility for child=u,,rtng.
The family usually comes to the aid O-
a troubled member: for example, it is
unusual for a young black unwe4 mother-
to give up her child for adoption.
More likely the b.aby will be accepted,
into the larger family and be reared by
the.maternal 'grandmother, beNavior thaf
although frequently the target of criti-
cism by wh1tes, reflects.a human quility.
The young white,unwed mother, on the
other hands Is likely to consider abortion .

first and, failing that, to go.the adop-
tion rqute. Contrary to popular statistics,
the young black female is not more promis-
cuous than her white- counterpart. Nor
do black families condone illegitimate preg-
nancy; they simply have more compassion for
the child once it has been conceived.22./

I.)
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Section Two
/

LACK OF RECOGNITION OF ETHNIC.PATTERNS AND VALUES

fi

A second theme wiliCh occurs througbout the literature

is the concern of minority greup members for the lack of

recognition given in the planning and delivery of seryices

to their distinctive cultural patterns and values. The

examples presented in this section by no means represent

all the situations of actual or potential conflict between

an ethnic subculture and the dominant society. They are

illustrations, however, of areas in which recognition of

ethnicity is impOrtant if appropriate services are to be

offered to minority group clients. This is not to say
_

that ethnic group members-adopt a homogeneous position in

re.ation to all of these issues. Factors suckas age,

birthplace, education and extent of acculturation affect

the degree to which members of the group will reflect the

traditional values or changing cultural patterns. The

social worker may be called 'Ilion in situations where

culture conflict is involved, in particular in child

welfare, and awareness of ethnic group values, internal

stress-es, and acculturation concepts are essential for

appropriate intervention.

-
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Asian Americans

The Values of the Confucian Family
411.

In an Article entitled, "Assimilation and. Chang.ing

Social Roles of Chinese Americans" in Asian Americans:

A Success S'tory, edited by Stanley Sue and Frank Kitano,

Stanley M. Fong makes the following characterization of

the traditional Confucian family, whose.basic value

system it still a part of Chinese American family life:

The Chinese have traditionally been accustomed
to live within very prescribed patterns of,
behavior. A social hierarchy exists in the
family system which takes into account generation,
age, and sex. The Confucian philosophy behind
the family system is prescabed status which
gives every man and woman a definitIgglace in
society. If eveiyone knows his plaerand acts
lu accordance with his position, social order
Is believed to be assured. In a traditional
ociety, the members of the elder generation
are superior to those of die younger generation,
and within each generation the eldest has priority
over the youngest. Additionally males occupy a
superior position in relation to females. The
relationship between father and son is especially
emphasized, for it is considered to be the most
Important one in the family. This relationship
is viewed as a link in an unending chain between
generations, reaching up tollincestor worship
and down to the "sin" of no posterity. Whenever
economically feasible, the extended family system
encourages the living together of blood relatives
under one roof. Filial piety or loyal devotion
to parents is a primary commandment to all
Chinese. Since it is strictly tabooed-to
contradict or disobey one's elders, the young
person must at all cost exert self-restraint.
The line of authority remains indelible and
clear-cut throughout life...11

It is not difficult, even from the brief characteri-

zation presented by Fong, to note areas of conflict where
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the values of the dominant culture will clash with the

Confucian tradition, especially for second, third, and

fourth generation Chinese Americans.

Fong goes on in his article to point out the nature

of this cultural conflidt for the Asian-American

. It is common in the American culture to
teach the individual to make his own.decisions
and to assert his own independence, which is
contrary to the Chinese approach. The bi-
cultural child may then develop some.conflict-
laden identifications, with two social worlds,
the one of the pareats and the other of the
teacher and peers."4!

A cultural pattern to which the helping person working

with the Chinese community and its children should be

sensitive is the special relationship which exist.s between

father and eldest son. Fong characterizes this relation-

OAP in more detail:

The Chinese admonish the.male, as soon as he is
able to understand, to obey his parents, especially
the father, to the fullest extent; that it is bad
behavior to question his wisdom or decisions;
.that it is good to do whatever he wants done
without the slightest regard for one's own
feelings; that it is not desirable to commit
oneself to any independent line of action;that
it is sinful to do anxtbing which disturbs his
father in any

The special stresses this places on the eldest son,

in particular, mecns that be will probably have the greatest

difficulty in resolving the cultural conflicts between the

Chinese traditional values and the values of the dominant

society in which he must function. This was discussed by

Majorie Sloan Nicol in a study she conducted in New York

City's Chinatown of Chinese American children who had

social and emotional problems. In a publication
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entitled "Characteristics of Chinese-American Children

with Problems", Smith ColleAe Studies in Social Work,

June, 1966, she stated:

The preponderance of first males in the study
might indicate that they are the focus of much
stress, both intra-familial and inter-cultural.
,Families "moor" the eldest son most securely to
tradition, while currents eflaiarachange would
tend to sweep him along. Eldest sons are expected
to be most passive in absorbing cultural values.
Passive individuals, however, may experience the
greatest difficulties in acculturation. The
eldest sonyould seem to be the most vulnerable
to withdrawal and isolation or its alternative
(found not infrequently in Chinese culture)
pronounced aggression.A1

The Issue of Parental Authority.

The whole issue of parental authority is not peculiar

to the Chinese. Many parents in the ethnic groups who

value obedience to parental authority, particularly that

of the lather, find themselves at odds with their children

who are being socialized to different values in their many

contacts with significant others in the dominant culture.

Family conflicts should be understood in this context.

As Fong noted in his paper on the changing social roles

in the Chinese community:

The tension arising from reduced authority of
parents in modern American families are not
unique to the Chinese'. In a study of American
Indians, for example, Erikson (1963) indicates
that the "weakest relationship" ...seems to be
that between the children and their fathers,
who cannot teach them anything and who in fact
have become models to be avoided.
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:A.The consequences of social change on patriarchal
families in several ethnic groups seem to be
familiar. In their study of Japanese and Mexican
patriarchal families in Amezica, Clark and Kiefer
(1969) reached the following general conclusions
about the younger generation:

'While they have been taught like their
parents that proper family relationships
are always respectful and based on
appropriate role behavior, 'they do not
share their parents' belief that, despite
the personal conflicts involved, formalized
interaction may be the best way of arrang-
ing things in an imperfect warld. These
young people wish things were diffarent
and some are angry and disappointed with
their.parents because they do not have
greater intimacy and opportnity to
express emotional and individual needs...
The common complaint of young...Mexican-
Americans, like'their Japanese-American
counterparts, is that there is no
communication between them and their
elders--that every thing is a game, a
ritual that they cannot escape and that'
serves no positive purposeil

In her article, "Samoans in California", Social Work,

March, 1973, Pei-Ngor Chen, made similar Observations of

the interaction between Samoan American youth and.1-their

parents:

Young Samoans have problems similar to those
of other American young people. They are not
sure of themselves in a society in which their
roles are not clearly defined. They have

.

identity problems in relation to their families,
their island ties, and the strange city life
that surrounds them.

The problems of young Samoans are intensified
by cultural conflicts. Some who are over-
whelmed by new demands on them develop a deep
sense of shame and defeat....

At home the youth is told to obey the father
or Maitai, but in school he is told to obey
American laws - and there may be a conflict
between the two. The old cultural values
contradict the American values; in this country
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equality, democracy, and individuality are
esteemed above the family. The young Samoan
is told that he should compete to get ahead,
but the average Samoan youth is not geared
toward intense comPetition and attainment of
material possessions.

Young Samoans who are adjusting to the American
way of life begin to question Samoan values.
They cease to believe that the Maitai's word
is law, that the father is always right or
that they need to obey their older siblings-El

Mexican Americans

Machismo and the Issue of Parental Authority

In relating to the Mexican-American child, the child

welfare worker needs to be aware thai ihe Mexican-American

family has traditionally experienced strong paternal

authority. Robert Hayden says of the Mexican American

family:

The family is under the firm authority of the
father, while the mother assumes the traditional
subservient and severely prescribed role of the
homemaker, the model of purity, bearer and
trainer of children. This is a reflection'of
"hombria" or "machismo", i.e., the supreme mq.e
dominance, the male individualism, assertiveness,
and extreme pride--attributes which strongly
influegee nearly all phases of Spanish-AmericAlr.

..

This characterization of relationshiOs is important
...,,

\ . 4
to understand, unless things be done which will imadyertently

9

increase conflicts between the Chicano child and his family.-

In his address to the "Early Childhood-Special Education

Manpower Needs Confe ence" in Washington, D.C., Deember,

1971, for example, Dav
\

d Ballesteros presented a paper

entitled, "Understandini the Bicultural Child" in Olch he
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demonstrated how easily conflicts can be created for the

Chicano child when televant cultuvt,I factors like Machismo

are not given due recognition:

What makes the Spanish-sieaking child appear
"uneducable" is his failure in an educational
system that is insensitive to his cognitive
styles and cultural and linguistic background.
An example of this would be the suppression of
the male-dominant image-- that Mexican American
boys bring to school. In school he is confroated
by Anglo famale teachers (unlike in Mexico where
the majority are male). If'he is to succeed in
school he becomes a feminized male, if he retains
hit: macho characteristics he more than likely
becomes a failure and i discipline problem.
He is rewarded only for behavior accepted by
the teacherji

When adequate attention is not given to the recognition

and reinforcement of cultural values and patterns which

the child learns at home, then the child will be conflicted
.

or have to make.s forced choice between his parents'

values and those of the outside society. As Ballesteros
/6

notes, "The Spanish-spea4ing child,feels forced to choose

between his teachers and his parents, between his Anglo

peers and his Spanish-speaking peers1 The choice causes

great turmoil and tension. Andso it is not difficult to

explain why Mexican American, Puerto Ricans, and other

Spanish-speaking children ilay'a hteher drop-oUt rates and

absenteeism rates.li

Chicano parents who see their childteit being caug4t

between conflicting value systems are beginning tq express

their concern and take what they believe to be protective

measures. In Tucson, Arizona for example, Mexican.kmerican
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parents have been reported as removing their children

from an experimental educational program because of

differences in child-reiring patterns. In an article,

entitled,"Innovative School Losing Pupils: 'Cultural

Clash' Gets thelllame", which appeared in the October
$

3, 1973 edition of the Tucson Daily Citizen, Adolfo
. .

4 \
Quezada reportnd that:

Parents of some children trapped in a "cultural
clasb" at the former Miles Elementary School
apparently have become-dis.turbed at the results
of an experimental program there and have begun
removing their youngsters.

.-.

...Ronald DeWitt, principal Of the Exploratory
Learning Center, said that the innovative program
is aimed at giving each child as much freedom of
choice as possible. "This form of education is
in conflict with those from more imiroverished
backgrounds', those with limited experiences,"
DeWitt said, specifying that he referred to
Mexican-American and black families in the )
program. t

\,

The article went on to relate some of the responses of
1,

parents to the innovative program:
t

"That school isn't teaching sly children anything
.but how to be rude," said,one mother. "They
have no discipline and can talk back to anyone
sthey want... ,

,

...You teach your children how to,behave at
home and they go to'that:.school and.lose ii
all"... ,

Summing up the mijor issue which As the challenge to

parental authority, the princip,f stated that:
..

"It is true that we hive a different set of .

values,"said DeWitt. 1°Mexican-A6eri-can families
have an authoritarian system and whpt father
says goes. But we teach the children.to question
and they end up questioning father," he said.1.1/

4 1
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American Indians

Comtptitiveness vs. Non-Interference

One of the imost deeply ingrained' values of the dominant

culture in the United States is that of competition. Both

philosophy and actual experience have proven that if one

is to succeed in this society one must be willing to

compete on an individual basis. No philosop-, could be

more antithetical to the value-system of Native Americans.

In his paper, "The Concept of Self and Social Work with

American Indians," Joe Braswell stated:

It is my opinion that there is more conflict
between the traditional Indian values and the
values of the dominant non-Indian society than
with any other ethnic minority.

One example of valite conflict...is between the
Indian value of generosity and sharing and the
non-Indian value of material achievement. The
Indian value is to get in order to give, while
the non-Indian value is to get to keep.11/

Other authors have expressed similar views. In his

article, "American Indian Mythis", Social Work, May, 1972,

Herbert Locklear of the American Indian Study Center in

Baltimore, stated that: "Generosity is still the paramount

virtue among Indians. An Indian cares more about being

able to work at a satisfying occupation and earn enough to

share with relatives and friends than about putting money

in the bank and purchasing a home in the city."221 C re

Jerdone, a child welfare specialist for the Bureau of

Indian Affairs, noted in her article, "DaY Care for Indian

Children", Young Children, January, 1965, that this
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characteristic of the Indian culture is related to the

conditions for survival on the reservation with its scarce

resources:

Some of the characteristics he ahe Indian/
has developed through living on the reser-
vation do,not enable him to cope well with
his new environment (urban). For ex.ample, on
the reservation he is likely to have learned
to be cooperative and to share with others,
whereas, in the urban center, a competitive
spirit and a responsibility limited to one's
immediate family alone are necessary.13/

In an unpublished paper entitled, "Navajo Attitudes

Toward Mental Illness and Mental Retardation," Dr. Jarrold

F. Levy noted: "The competitive person who competes with

and expolits his peers is definitely a problem in the

Navajo culture and may be suspected of being a witch."21/

Charles Farris in his article, "A White House

Conference on the American In.dian," Social Work, January,

1973, related the Indians' reluctance to accept competitive-

nessas a value to the Indian philosophy of non-interference:

The Indian has always had a special concern and
respect for each person's right to live his own
life without interference as long as he does not
hurt his fellow man. For example, an Indian
prayer to the Great Spirit says: 'Before being
critical of one's neighbor, one should walk a
milt in the neighbor's moccasins.' This philosophy
is further reflected in the Indian natural
reluctance to be competitiye or aggressive in
personal relationships. He has always stood
ready to give assistance to and share with hts
needy fellow men. Ironically, .the settler's
early survival depended on the help freely
offered by the American Indians.11/
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The importance American Indians place on self-

determination without competing and without interference

from others was stated by Carter Camp, Chairman of the

American Indian Movement (AIM). In an interview in

Akwesasne Notes Early Autumn, 1973, he stated:

Our problems are only as far as they are related
to the white economic system. Once we are divorced
from that, ye won't have to worry about 'upgrading
our standard of living'. We can live by what would
be considered a poor standard of life by white "-

standards and still have a good life and be happy.

That is one of the differences between us and the
struggles of other minority groups. We are not
concerned.with having a $10,000 median income
for our people. We are concerned with our people
being free and living the way they want to live.

...We're noe looking for a 9-5 job, a white collar
job for all our Indian people. We're not looking
fot upward mobility in the social structure of the
United states. We don't need that, we don't want
that, we don't want anything to do with that.
We're looking for our sovereignty, our ability to
govern ourselves, and for every person to live as
a free person. To live the way they want to live.li/

It is important for persons who are in a position to

plan prOgrams for Indian children to be aware of these

sentiments, because Indian children will be aware of

parental values. Even sometking which may seem as trivial

as rewarding a child in the classroom for some small achieve-

ment can take on great importan:ce, if cultural values such

as those expressed here are understood. In a paper prepared

by the Shirpock Indian Agency in New Mexico fnr use by its

staff, "Culture and Its Relationship to Values in Conflict

for Indian People," it was suggested that workers in a

school "Reward progress or advances made by a student in
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such a manner that he will not gain the enmity of his

peers; gold stars opposite his name can be very

embarrassing to some tribal groups."121

The Indian philosophy of non-interference also has

many implications for deciding which helping methods will

be most effective in working with Indian natural, fostei,

or potential adoptive parents. In an article entitled,

"Native American Non-Interference," Social Work, November,

1973, Jimm G. Good Tracks wrote:

...all methods usually associated with the
term 'social work intervention' diminieh in
effectiveness just to the extent that the
subject his retained his native Indian
culture. The reason is that any kind of
intervention.is contrary to.the Indian's
strict adherence to the principal of self-
determination.1141

In addressing the child-care worker, Good Tracks noted;

"The Indian child is taught that complete noninterference.

in interaction with all people is the norm, and that he

should react With amazement, irritation, mistrust, and

anxiety to even the slightest indication of manipulation

or coercion."121

In addition to being aware of the culture patterns, the

the social workers need to understand the way the Indian

client evaluates the social work process, and adjust

helpin4 methods accordingly. As Good Tracks etated:
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From an Indian client's point of view, the
worker is expected to perform only the super-
ficial and routine administrative functions'
of his office. ...These tasks involve no real
social involvement, as involvement is under-
stood by both Indians and non-Indians. The
Indian client does not allow or desire the
worker to have any insight into his inner
thoughts. That would not be a proper part
of work.

This expectation does not, of course, correspond
to the professional social workers' own concept
of his function.... Nevertheless, the workers
must not intervene unless the people request
an intervention and he is likely to wait a long
time for adch a request. The credentials of
his profession, his position, status, knowledge,
skills, achievements, and authority, though
respected by the agency, are in most cases
completely'without merit among Indians. Such
things belong to,the Anglo culture and are not
readily translatable into Indian culture-19J

.1.

MI

In her article, "Ways of Working With Navajos Who

Have Not Learned th'e White Man's Ways," Navajo Times,

September 8, 1966, Kathryn Polacca., advised program

planners to be aware of the Indian value of non-interference.

She cited a statement by Paul Jones, Navajo Tribal Chairman

to reinforce her point:
:*

We Navajos will look you over for a couple of
years, and then decide whether we are for you
or against you.

Polacca went on to state:

...One important thing for the person working
with the Navajos to remember is that they do
not like being pushed. No matter how eager
oue may be to hurry things along, too much
pushing may slow down the progress.211
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Section Three

LACK OF APPRECIATiON OF BILINGUALISM

For those ethnic minorities whose mother tongue is

a language other than English, the recognition of their

linguistic background is of crucial importance. The

literature of Chicanos, Puerto Riti.u.e, Asian Americans,

and American Indians has all expressed concetn that services

for group mem'oers be planned and implemented by persons

familiar with their language, as well as other aspects

of their cnitural background. Members of these groups

have also expressed concern over the devaluation and

denigration of their language in many institutional

settings, especially the mducational system, where this

pract.ce has had devasLating consequences for the adjust-

ment of their children.

For example, as Robert Hayden pointedout in his article,

"Spanish Americans -of the Southwest," Welfare in Review,

April, 1966:

...in Many Southwest schools the use of Spanish
is forbidden ln class and on the playground;
often there have been attempts to'devalue it by
ridicule and other means. It.would be unnatural
if such negation of Spanish did not create
resentment and defensive reinforcement of loyalty
to la raze. The aip of Anglo school authorities
is to make Spanish-American students proficient in
English. However, instead of this desired result

9



the unintended consequences are likely to be
Alienation of the student from the Anglo world
and its language, early school leaving. reduced
respect.for the process of education, rebelliousness
and delinquency, and a low level of aspiration.11

In his paper, "Understanding the Bicuttural Child,"

presented at the Early Childhood Special Education'Manpower

Needs Conference in Washington, D.C., David Ballesteros

stated, "We so often err in eluacing bilingualism with

a handicap, or at least with some sort of special problem.

A Spanish speaking child'ssstate of socioeconomic dis-

advantage, which is usually accompanied by a lack of

knowledge or a limited knowledge of the English language.

is nearly alw*s interpreted as a 'language handicap".".1)

In their recently published set of guidelines entitled

Approaches for the Institutionalfration of Bilingual

Bicultural Read Start Programs Serving the Chicano Child,

Interstate Research Associates suggested ways in which

educatorsscan help the Spanish-speaking child not onli to

NA
appreciate his native language, but to develop proficiency

in both languages. They statedthat educators should

attempt to foste& the following:

...the enhancement of the child's self-concept
by building on his cultural strengths and
differences...

il
...to li k the home with the school by utilizing
and/or ecogaizing the language, tools, s;ecoration,
food and custom!, of the home...

,

...enhance language developuent through the use
of bosh languages...
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1
...prevent educational gaps by allowing the
child to learn skills and concepts in whichever
language he best understands...

...preserve the child's sense of history, culture,
identity, and language-2J

For the American Indian child and his family, whose

languages at one time represented 550 distinct Indian

tongues, the importance of recognition and appreciation

of linguistic diversity is even greater.

Dr. Robert L. Bergman, in his working with Navajo

children in boarding schools, put himself fn the position

of the Indian child forced to learn English. He suggested

the dilemma of the Indian child who must function in a

world which refuses to recognize the validity of his

mother tongue, saying:

I have been trying to learn Navajo and find it
a very difficult language; it seems reasonsable
to assume that for the Navajo-speaking child,
English is'equally difficult,.yet.these children
are expected to come to a large, strange, crowded
institution and manage in an almost totally English
speaking environment. Elsewhere when children
are expected to learn a second language, reading,
writing, and arithmetic are taught in tkeir native
language and concurrently they are insOlructed in
another language. It would seem logical to do
this with Indian children, and start teaching
English only when the ci:ildren have reasonable
mastery of the language. Submerging the student
in English from the first is now so long established
a custom; however, that it seems rarely to be even
questioned.A/

Asian American children are also subject to similar

conflicts both within the family and in their' relationships

outside the home because of language'difficulties. In his
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paper "Identity Conflicts of Chinese Adolescents in

San Francisco," published in Minority Group Adolescents

in the United States, edited by E.B. Brody, Fong said:

...most Chinese parents want their children to
learn the language, customs, and manners of their
ancestors. In a manner, they have given the
Chinese sdhool the task of socializing their
children. Many of the youths react negatively to
this experience...

When the child goes to American public schools
he learns a'new language, and he acquires
greater facility as he goes through schools The
time. will come when he speaks mainly English with
his peers. He speaks English increasingly at
home with his brothers and sisters. The parents
may soon find that they are loging contact with
their children and some communication problems
develop. At school the child also learns new
skills and social values which may be foreign to
those of his parents. It is common in the American
culture to teach the child to fend for himseAl,
to make his own decisions, to stand on his own
feet. Instead of being led by an authoritarian
figure the pupil is encouraged to be self-reliant
and independent. In fact the child may be
encouraged to assert himself.

The seeds of cultural conflict are sowed, then,
at an early age, and the mind of the sprouting
child may be bent, at some point, by the winds
of perplexities.... One wonders if the desire
of Chinese parents to enroll their children in
Chinese schools is to some extent to maip;ain
cultural ccntinuity with their children.21

The Office of Child Development stated in its Day Care

Handbook Number 2, that encouraging bilingual competency

for children who speak English as a second language should

be a priority in day care settings:

Children should be encouraged to verbalize in
more than one language,. .Teachers should be
bilingual to serve as good listeners and speaking
models. Teaching of standard English should not
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be approached as a "phasing out" of another
language or dialect and a child should be
given recognition, praise; reripect, and
encouragement in his use of both languages.
When appropriate, pre-reading and pre-writing
activities should be conducted in both languages.±1

Other references in the litarature suggest that a

bilingual approach should be taken in the delivery of

services at all levels for those groups who speak English

as a second language. The New York Committee for the

Care of Puerto Rican Children, for example, stressed the

need for a bilingual approach in all phases of the foster

care process :

Information given to Puerto Rican families
about child welfare programs must be ritten
in Spanish as well as English...0

There should be more extensive use of Spanish-
speaking personnel during the intake and home
study procedure and during the initial coitacts
with Spanish-speaking natural and foster parents.....

Foster parents should be provided information
in Spanish on all legal matters such as the
Foster Parents preference Law and the 24 Month
Family Court Review, and the Subsidized Adoption
Law...

Bilingual-bicultural personnel should be used to
administer psychological tests and provide
treatment to children after they are placed.
Personnel with this background also should
analyze the test results. We are all aware that
Puerto Rican children have often been labeled
"retarded" or dull simply because of their
inadequate knowledge of English.4..

The agency should v tonger use the excuse that
the Puerto Rican ramily speaks little or no
English to rationalize lack of services. It is
the agencies responsibility to hire Puerto Rican
personnel who can ensure effective co-munication
with the child and his family and with whom they
can identify.2j
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Section Four
.. .-:

THREAT TO GROUP SURVIVAL

Underlying moat of the conceins of ethnic.minorities

with reipect'to services for theirchildren is the. 6elief

that children must survive culturally., as well as.physi-
,

cally and emotionally, if the.g'roup as a whole is to.sur-

vive as a cultural entity. :rwo major themes in the. riter-
.:

,ature serve to emphasize this point: the stress on the
. . ,

priority of the natural family forchild welfare services,

and the opposition,of many group members to the trans'racial

adoption of their childrelv.

d

As the sbcializing agent and conveyor'of the culture,
/

the family unit becomes immensely important. In much of

the literature Written by chnic professionals abot ut the

way in which child welfare services for their'children

should be conceived, the,maintenance of the natural family

if at,all possible becomes a top priority,

,

As Billingsley and Gioirannoni state in Children of the

.

-

Storm,
'

Adoption aRencies should have more to
offer natural parents than adoption. A

fundamental-isAue arises here. If the pri-A mary function of adoption is to provide
babies for couples wishing to adopt, then
the natural parents and their children will

I
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remain of kecondary concern. If, on the
other hand, the primary function is to
provide homes and services to children,
then the natural parents 4re a valuable
resource, and a multifunctional approach
becomes vital. The commitMent to such*a
function is one of the most fundamental
changes that agencies must make if they
are to,adapt to the needs of Black chil-

. drenli

The. New York Co6mittee for the Care of Puerto Rican

Children., in its "Recommendations on the Care of Puerto

Rican Children," stated that oriorityNust be given to

Ahe.maintenance of the natural family:

Every effort must be made to avoid place-
ment of Puerto Rican children in foster
homes or.iastitutions. Before these are
considered as alternatives, attempts must
be made to help the child remain in his
own family.

Very.often because of a lack of understand-
ing on the part of agencies of the family's
importance in Puerto Rican culture, and
their inability to communicate adequately
because of the language barrier, the deci-
sion ia made to place a child in a foster
home. How fan a practitioner assess the
needs of a family if he cannot communicate
with them, How is he to judge the merits
_of over-all services, a step which directly
involves his own values and personal back-
ground, if these are different from those
of the client family? The result has fre-
quently been that families give up their
children for placement without evaluating
possible alteruatives and that children re-
main too long in placement after the major
decision Is.made.
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Agencios should emphasize services to
families ynt,help maintain, support
and strengthen them so as to'avoid the
separation of.children from their homes.

In line with this aim, we recommend:

(a) More extensive homemaker ser-
vices

(b) Group or family day care
(c) Medical services
(d) Counseling
(e)-Family planning infoxmation
(f) After-hours emergency children's

services, using home aides
(g) Employment services
(h) Emergency loans or grants

If a child must be'placed, the natUral
family must remain a priority, Effective
services must be estabitsbed to expedite
the child's return home.21

Most child welfare'agencies have'affirmed a philosonhic

commitment to guard against the unnecessary placement

of children when the natural family can be helped. Be-

cause of racism, mistinderstanding, and lack of recogni-

tion of cultural patterns and values which shape the

life of the ethnic minority family, misjudgments have

been made about' its adequacy to care for its own chil-

dren. Shirley Jenkins and Elaine Norman, in Filial

Deprivation and Foster Care, report on an extensive study

of natural families with children in foster care. In

discussing policy and practice issues, they stated:

Parental riRbts also emerge an a matter
of increasing concern. For any poverty
group, there is a built-in problem of -

equity in access to available resources.
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Children can ba moved from and returned .

to parental care for a.range of reasons L
some appropriate, some not - and these
reasons may reflect Narbitrary, discrimi-
natory, or capricious decisions. One
part of the.probiem in New York City, for

,

example, is that for the large Spaniah-
speaking population decisions on child
care may be based on inadequate comprehen-
sion of language or life style.21

Because the minority group family is so easilr mis-

understood, it is often lqamed for the *hart-comings

of children. As Mieuel Montiel noted:

Casework services and early education prd-
grams for the culturally deprived are
essentially designed to improve the func-'
tioning.,of individuals. The Chicano family,
as described bi social scientists, possesses
certain characteristics that explain the
"failures"of its young. Thus it logically
follows that if these forces impinge on the
"proper" socialization of Chicanos they must
be replaced by 5raits that foster "successful"
socialization.±i

.
,

Foster care is one area in which the recognition of
. , ....

ethnicity can be crucial. Many of the.recommelidktiona
.,

9

being made by various spokesmen for the ethnic minotrities

center around the maintenance of cultural co.ainuity for

the chila in substitute care. For example, in their
0

.
written report, the New York Committee for the Care &f

: Puerto Rican "ChIldren noted:- '
It frequently happens that, as a result
of faulty placement, Puerto 'Rican children
find themselves in fnster homes w

..

here no
it-

Spanish is spoken. The result is that when_
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they do finally return home, they can no
longer communicate with their familfes
in Spanish. . . . _Part of the training
in foster homes should be the teaching
of Spanisi) and Puerto Rican culture and
history.21

The Committee re'commendelthat foster parents be of

the same ethnic and linguistic background as the child

and that everything possible be done to recruit fterto

Rican foster parents whlen placement away from home be-

comes absolutely necessary,i/

ftftO

Recognition of.Ethnicitv in Adoption

The service area in which concern for preserva-

tion of the group is strongest is adoption. No subject

evokes more emotion and controversy in the child welfare
.

field than th4t of transracial adoption, in particular

ihe adoprion of children of ethnic minorities b'y white
...

adoptive parents.. At the meeting of its Board ot Direc-

tors on November 20, 1972, the.C.ipild. Welfare League.of

America,made tikTDS4oving amendment 'to its Standards
4

r.
-' 'tor Adopp.on Servive:

Taltoday's socia-1 climate, other-things
lieing equal, we believe that it is pre-

- ferable to place a child in a family of
his own racial background. We however
reaffirm transracial adoption as one
means of achieving needed permanence for
some chilren. Children should pit havik...
adoNtion denied or sfgnifirahtly.delaied .

when adonpve parents orothevraces are .

-

avaellable47/

.01"
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When minority groups have adopted positions on trans-

racial adoption, however, they have not been tolerant of

the practice. In his article, "On the Transracial Adop-

tion of Black Children", Child Welfare, March, 1972,

Edmond D. Jones, made the followinit statement:

My basic premise'in opposing placement of
black children in white homes, is that
being black in the United States is a spx-
cial state of being. At a time of intense
racial polarity, recognition of this fact
is crucial to survival. I question the
ability,of white parents, no mattef how
deeply imbued with good will - to grasp
the totality of the problem of being black
in this society. I ouestion their ability
to create what I believe is crucial in
these youngsters - a'black identity. t
suggest that creation of a black identity
is a problem for many black parents also;
the difference, perhaps is one of degree.8/

'Many Black professionals in the field, as well as

other Blatk people, feel that transracial adoption has

been a convenient stibstitute for a concerted effort on

the-part of child welfare agencies to recruit, approve,

and maintain a supply of adoptive parAnte who share the

same ethnic background as the children they are supposed

to serve. Jones stated this belief in his article:
A

the Black Eknerience - It's the
broad sense of family, community,and kin-
ship, blood-refsted or not, that never has
stopped the black community from caring
for homeless children, with no regard to
adopilon as a legal course. It is crucial
that solutions to the problems of black
people, including homes'for black children,
be pursued and realized within the context
ofe-ohat,community, for certi,ainly at this
time in our national development no otheq
solution ia viabje or acceptable, I suggest
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. \ that the myth that 'no black homes avail-
\able' is a social agency cop-out for not
devising innovative and creative ways of
facing 4ap to the problem -, a perfect ex-
ample of benign neglect.2.,

-

Billingsley and Giovannoni echoed the sentiments of

Jones, in their hook Children of the Storm. They noted

several reasons for the controversy over the transracial

adoption of black children:

I

/
,

.Increasingly Black social workers are
voicing strenuous objections 03 trans-
racial adoptions as being based on
ignorancc and denial of the Black child's
situation. This controversy can be ex-
pected to heighten. There are in fact
several reasons why agencies should he
discouraged from pursuing transracial
adoptions on a large tcale. To date,
transracial adoptions have not made
nearly as sizahle a contribution to the
placement of black children as ha;re place7
ments with black parents. In the agencies
which have led in the adoption of black
children, the vast majority have been
placed with black couples. Those agencies
making the highest proportion of trans-
racial adoptions are also agencies that
place the fewest black children.

Second, the failure to recruit enough
Black adoptive parents for all Black chil-
dren in need of homes may well relate to
the agencies' failure to involve the Black
community. Persistent reliance ori white
couples may only deflect energy away from
this -.ore,basie nroblem -

Still a third reason arises from,past and
present'undersupply of adoptable white in-
fants. Adoption, as we have noted, origi-
nated as a means of serving white couples
who wanted children. White infants for
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adoption are becoming increasingly scarce,
and some believe that in the not too dis-
tant future there will be very few at all.
However the pressure on the agencies by
white couples has not decreased. There
is the distinct possibility in such a situ-
ation that the white couples' desires will
be given priority ovqr the needs and welfare
of Black children.12/

.

The National Association of Black Social Workers

recently issued their position statement on transracial

adoption in which they take a firm stand against the'

transracial adoption of Black children because of their

conviction that white adoptive parents cannot develop a
_

sense of ethnic identity in the Black child nor teach

him the many defenses Black people have developed to cope

with the racism that is so much a part of their lives:

We-affirm the inviolable position of Black
children in Black families where they be-
long physically, psychologically, and
culturally in order that they receive the
total sense of themselves and develop a
sound projection of their future. . . .

Black children in wHite homes are cut off '

from the healthy developmont'of themselves
as Black people, which development is the
normal expectation and the only true human-
istic goal.

. . Identity grows on three levels of all
human development; the physical, the psycho-
ogical, and the cultural,and the nurturing
of self-identification is the prime function
of the

;k

The.incongruence of a white
family perfor g this function for a Black
child is easily recognized. The physical
factor stands to maintain that child's dif-

o
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ference from his family. There is no
chance of him resembling any relative.
One's physical identity with his own is
of great significance.

The historically established and culti-
vated psychological perceptions and
social orientation of white America have
developed from their social, political,
educational, and religious institutions.
Consequently these are the environmental
effects they have to transmit and their
teachings are not consiatent with the
realities of the social system for the
Black child. He assumes then, their'
posture and frame of reference, differ-
enc and often antiLhetical to that of
his ethnics which,can only result in
conflict and'confusion when he does become
aware of the social system in which he

.

lives. Further internal conflict is in-
evitable by his minority status within his
own family. '

The socialization process for every child
begins at birth and includes his cultural
heritage as an important segment of the
process. In our society the developmental
needs of Black children are significantly
different from those of white children.
Black children are taught from an early age
highly sophisticated coping techniques to
deal with racist practices perpetuated by
individuals and institutions. These coping
teChniques become successfully integrated
into the ego functions and can be incorpo-
rated.only through the process of developing
positive identification with significant

.

Black others. Only a Black family can trans-
mit the emotional and sensitive subtleties
of perception and reaction essential ror a Black child's
survival in a racist society. 111
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Although B]ack reople have henit relatively more outspoken

with respect to their fee]ines about the transracial adoption

of their child:len, other ethnic minorities have expressed sim-

ilar feelines, In the Early Spring, 1972 issue of Akwesa,ine

Notes, a publication of the lIchawk Natiouon editorial entitle&

"American Indian Groups Show Rising Signs of Resistance to

Adoption of Indian Children By White Families," stated:

Perhaps we are prejudiCCd ourselves. But this is
in no.t an appeal. to white people to adopt rndians.
It is an appeal to white peonle to help their own
socinl aeencies to consider Indian applicants. If

you, as a person, are truly concerned with the
welfare of Indian children, then help strengthen
Indian homes and Indian families so that Indian
people can look after their oon'young ones. And
if you are Indian, this is an appeal to think
about the Young ones oho neetl you to teach the
languaee, to take then to the ceremonials and
dances, to raise them so they will know the ways,
and be Indian in their outlook. 12/

In another Indian newspaper, The Nishnawbe News, November/

December, 1973, there appeared an article entitled, "Hannahyille

Potawatomis Win In Eederal Court Decis4on" which reported on

a law suit hroughthy an Indian Tribe in Michigan. The suit

involved many of thr issues referred to in the literature.

The article stated:

The Wisc isin Potawatomis of the Hannahyille
Reservation, located in Michigan's Upper
Peninsula hAve won a landmark decision in
Federal Court, Marquette, whiell Piny well
turn out to be one of national sienificancc
to the nation's federally organized tribes.
The Stlit WAr. filed arainst the Michiean
Department of Social Services and concerned
the removni of three indian children from
the reservation and their subseauently being

. 6 1
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sent to Florida for adontion with distant
white relatives.

The parentc were deceased. The uncle and
grandnothPr of the children. - their closest
relatives petitioned for either adoption or
guardianship of the children. Reportedlv.
'however, the ichinan Department of.Social
Services upon receiving custody of 'the three
children sent them to Florida for adoption
by a white family because they felt the
"reservation was an unfit place to raise
children."

U.S. District Court Judge, Albert rngel, in a
November 16 decision ruled in favor of the
Potmwatomi Tribal community with the Court,
agreeing that Indeed the Tribal community had
clear legal jurisdi 'ion involving enrolled
children of their 'tribe. In a 45 page
decision the Court held the righi of the Poto-
watmmi Reservation to set up their own Court
system .nd Juvenile Adoption Procedures.

Because of other incidents of this nature
caused by a rash of adoptions of Indian
children into vilite hemes, there has been
the formation of an organization known as
the Michl-an Indian Adontion Advisory Council
to inform Indians throur.bout the State of the
Problem and cor-ile a list of Indian fenilies
willing to ado or provide fos'ter care.

/irembers of the Council hav stntea7

We are Poin- to cav to the Social SVI-VICP De-
PdiMent, 1.!V are the experts - use UF We

have ta point out that cultural environment rl:iv
be more ilpfvrtant to the child's velfere than
material provisions. Low 0,,eraoe family incn'te
it, one of the valor reae-on., w!ly nail,: Indian
familios have not been con..idered as bavinp
cultable adoptive hot..e and the Conne-11 made
the icwcrine of incene recuiretlent. 6:14 of ihe
firgt rurther it wag noiet(d out that

pollev 1.een accel,ted for ih. mnd

tliat. It gt; hieh tire that it should be for
V4,11.

6.)



. . To abnndon our children to white hon s
now would he a crime on our narts . . . Ue
are already such a small minority and now to
lose our children . Ili

Tte issj.es raised "in these four sections express the najor

concerns: the prevalence of nvths and stereotvnes: the lack

of recoenition of ethnic differences, culture pattern.s and

values: the lack 04 appreciation of bilingualism: and the

threat to eroup survivnl. But the thrust of the readings has

been nositive,for the literature not only shovs need for

changc hut points to directions for movement. These will be

discussed in Part 'Two of this review.

-..
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PART TWO

PROPOSALS FOR CHAI:CE

It is difficult to draw a firm line separating out

the kinds of changes recommended in the literature. Some

change:. are related primarily to staff and to training

both in agencies and in schools; and some changes are

more stroagly related to programming and what goes into

activities with children. Finall), sone proposals are

more global in nature, and while they involve both training

and prograrming, they go more to basic changes in the system.

These include cbanres in the law as well as changes in

the organization :f social services.

Section Five

RE-ED1.CAT1ON AND TR:INING

A theme which an throughout the literature, esyecially

that wr:tten by ethnic professionals, is that a.ptocess of

syster^tic re-education is needed to alter prejlidicial

attitudes of agenc) staff and administrators whIch adversely

affect the mitivity child. Rillingsely and Giovannoni P.tatec:\

While all of thu agtnciesourveyed by the
authors,irerognized th need fer continuing
staff education, and whi.e the mechanisils
for such education were established, the
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continuing problem was, of course, what to
. .

teach. Where in a white agency, embedded
in a, white system, was the information which
would make the agency personnel more
appropriar.qy respond to the needs'of black
clientele? The issue of black community
control is relevant here. The matter is
not simply one of staff development, it is
one of re-education. White staff, adminis-,
trators and board members must enter into
the situation as pupils - pupils of Black
teachers selected by the Black people arid
teaching what they think should be taught
not what the audience may want to hear.li

N..../,....' I

Later in their book, the authors cited above outlined'a

more clearly the purpose of such re-education;

;

The purpose of such re-education is to put .

Black people into a more realistic and
posirive perspective. Such education must
be intellectual and emotional. ...We must
learn a new concept of the Black community.
We must learn that it is a historical and
contemporary ethwic subsocie,ty, sharing
important conditions, experience:, values
and sentiments. The rising moves toward
ethnic solidarity in the black community
must be understood in this context and aided
and abetted by the child welfare system. A
fundamental requirement is the abandonment
of two important misconceptions of the Biack
community still current. One is the view
that there is no Black communityp.but onky
individuals and families who happen to be
Black and who are sometimes forced to live
together because of prejudice and poverty.
This view precludes recognition that the
community has a meaningful institutional
and cultural life or its own. The second
view holds that there is a Black community,
but that it is a depressed, poverty-ridden
ghetto.which should be destroyed or overcoMe .
In the second view the community values are
negative and dysfunctional for child care.
Thc children should be "rescued" and placed
in better surrounding:, by the white child
welfare system. This view underlies the
paternalism which characterizes the child
welfare system today.

6 9
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Fin'ally, a remedial education program must
help us to develop a more realistic and
positive conception of the Black family
itself as it functions within the Black
community and within the wider white society.
The view is still common in child welfare
that the Black family life iw disdrganized '

and unstable and thot consequently not
enough qualified Black families can be
found to rear the large numbers of dependent
and neglected Black children who need
parents.D

;

The Black Task Force Report of the Council on Social

Work Edutatidn has made recommendations emphasizing the need

to echacate the social work student to the realities of the

Black community before he is in ,a position to do damage

because of prejudicial attitudes:

The social work student taking a practicum/
methods course for work in the Black community
needs certain basic knowledge to develop a
perspective that will enable hin to work with
Blacks. 'This ncludc:: a knowledge of the
history of Black people, conceived as a fusion
of past and present with predictions for the
future. The focus would be on the culture,
religion, family development (including child
reaiing), marriage and the role of Black men,
women and children in the kinship system.
This type of knowledge should lead to in
appreciation of the Black family and community
on its own terms, rdther than diVerging from
the norm.

A knowledge of the political and economic
systems, social institutions, and social
welfare policies as they affect the develop-
ment of BlacP people.

A knowledge of human growth and development
that views the behavior of Black individuals,
families, and groups from a perspective that
recognizes the oppressioa of Black people
and even:lis behavior with regard to societal
forces that depersonalize and reject Black
people.2/

-
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Other ethnic group ,. have also propobed developing

an appreciation of their culture and value systems through

re-education and training.

Alejandro Garcia, expiessed the sentiments of a Chicano

on this subject:

The delivery of social services for the
Chicano client must be redesigned and
agencies must re-evaluate their present
practices and diractions. Agencies should
encourage their professionpl staff ,to
improve their awareness of the Chicano through
staff development programs and continuing
education courses, and they should reward
those staff members who have made special
efforts to maximize their potential for
working with ethnic minorities...Practitioners,
too, should demand that their agencict.
agford them the opportunity to improve
their knowledge base to work with the
Chicano.4/

Thp American Indian Task Force Report of the Council

on Social t:ork Uucation stated similar goals with respect

to educating social workers who will be working with American

Indians:

...Informaiiol covering the American Tndian's
development, history, culture, and contributions
to American life should be imparted to all
students and faculty. Particular attention
should be placed on the contemporary problems
generated by the encroachment of white culture

, and values upon the Indian community.

The Task Force iecommends that closer relations
should be developed between schools of social
work and Indian people. Closer relations
should be developed through the first hand.
'factual knowledge gained in systematic and
extended field trips by faculty members and
graduate students to Indian reservations.P
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The Asian American Task Force made the following

recommendations:

Graduate schools of social work should
require their students to take a course
which analyzes institutional racism and
involves the problems and needs of Asians
and Asian Americans...

...graduate schools of social work in
areas with large Asian cop.munities should
offer, to whites and non-whites, courses
_specifically related to Asian problems....
LAll such coursellsheuld have direct input
from the Asian communities and should
include Asians in the teaching proces's.i/

Both the Puerto Rican Task Force Report of the Council

on Social Work Education and the New York Committee for the

Care of Puerto Rican Children addressed this issue in their

written reports. The New York Committee in its recommendations

stated:
,

...Improved in-service training for
professional and clerical staff to help
them become familiar with the special
needs and problems of the Puerto Rican
child and community Q4ould receive top
priority.

...% .All non-Spanish speaking personnel
should 'b'e encouraged to learn the Spanish
language to improve communication with
Puerto Rican families.2/

7 2
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Section Six

PROGRAMMING FOR CULTURAL CONTiNT

This Section deals with a major cencern gxpressed earlier,

the lack of recognition of different cultural patternt, needs

and values. Suggestions are specific and in many instanses

refl:ect some innovativte activities already under wsay.

"Black'Practice" in Foster Care

Black professionals in thc f.ield.are concerned with

assuring that recognition,is given to what has been termed_

"ehe Black experience" when services are developed for

Black children.- Some agencies which are predominantly

staffcd by Black people.and whicil service nrincinally or

entirely a

*ethod of lilanning anci.implementingv/child welfare services

Black clientele,.have renorted develoning a

which Rives maximum recognition to the ethnicity of the
-

a

-.^Illack child. This method h as come to bp known as "Black
4.4

r

Practice." One s.u.Ch example is the Children's Service,

Incorporated,of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. In a written
,

..re'pOtt 'of tHe program,. "A Black Practice in Foster Care,"

. Willie V. Small stated:

Black Practice at CST is a functional service
wi0 a psychoanalytic approach in the determina-
tion of the problem,,and %he development of
problem solyinR strategies. The basic dichotomy
is that in every exnerience of the Ttlack cbild
in foster care, whiterRacism is a major element
in the convolt and nrocess of that exnerience.
We perceive eaternalism as the most devious
property of Racism because it negates the child's
adequacy and entrenches a4nnycholoeical denendemcy,
whose malienancy gnawa its way throuRh the self
imaRP fibre of generations. Black Practice is.an

7 4
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operational antidote to the destructive influences
of tacism in the aspirations and development of
the Black child in fonter care. 1/

Many specific aspects of the Childrer'n Service.Tncorporated,

rogram which give recognition to and pride.in the cultural'

heriiage of the clients are reported. For example, seminars

are given for both foster Parents and biological parents.

Subjects such as"Black Manhood and Black Womanhood" focus

on adequacy and survival of the Black family in America, and
i

a study of "Experiences in African History and Culture" In

Presented by African citizens . 2/ It its noted

ihat the Foster Parents Black History Seminar 1 1.Ps "to close

the generation Ran and provide an area of mutual interests

outside o,f the placement proccss."3/

Because the staff at CS1 is primarily int,e-res'ted in the

maintenance of the Black community and the families which

comprise it as vital and functioning units, a concerted

effort iR made to involve biological parents as fully as

possible in all levels of the placement nrocess and the

administration of the program. For examplfe:

The language used in contacts with natural
1amilies conveys the real intent of the
service. At CSI the traditional 'unwed
mother' is a single parent: children born
out of wedlock are children horn 'to single
parents': A man and a womAn 'living together'
are a couple 'maintaining a household'.
A 'Paramour' ic a 'male companion' derivinr
his title from his function. We make ,his
nrenence credible so tha,t the mother's guilt

N
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is minimized and she and her companion are
more accessible to the children and the
agency. Stability of the relationship is
the CSI concern.

. . Natural families are invited to par-
ticipate in the intake process, pre-place-
ment and Placement services.

. . Visitatcon between children and
natural families is unrestricted as to
frequency and locality.

. . . Special permission is secured so that
children who want to can visit prisons and
mental institutions at the request of parents.

. . . Workers attend affairs sponsored by
community Rroups to which natural families
belong.

. . . Natural families wrIte for the Social
Work Handbook, serve on the staff of the
Newsletter to Parents (foster and natural)
and keep the agency family aware of "what's
goinR down" in their families and neighborhood.

. . . Natural families share in graduation and
other special achievements of their children,
with.financial and moral encouragement from
the iRency.

. Family strenRthening experiences on
occasion have includsd all members of the
immediate family household, the natural
parents, Rrandnarents,,-cousins, aunts and
uncles.

. At various points a full-time advanced
practitioner carries a direct service assien-
ment with natural families durinR n5st-
Placement, helping to secure services from
community resousstes. The more succnss they
experience the more cohfidentiv and dis-
criminately they abek help. They come to
accept their worth and right to services. =-1
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The philosophy at CSI is that, "...whether or not

they take their chi'ldren back into the home, natural

families matter as fellow human heings, as citizens in

amlitual attitude of Black 1ationhood."1/

Dav Care and Institutional Settings:
Involvement of Parents

N%

For the minority group child who may snend much of his

time in group or family day care,or who lives in an

Vinstitutional getting, it'ls important that the patterns ...

1 of Ilis home culture - i.e., foods, language, decor,and

dance, as well as the values of his group, be reinforced by

the child-caring program.

In the Day Caye Guideline Number 2, Published by the
^

Office of Chikd Development, United States Denartment of

Health, Education, and Welfare, the rellowing guidelines

.were proposed concerning "Ethnic Relevance":

Regardless of the locale or methosi.--wr
grouning in a center, the varying ethnic
and cu_ltural hackefounds of the families
involved must receive the closest atten-
tion. Almost every groun of children'
will represent several cultures and often
several languaRes. Programs should in-
corporate and preserve elements which
reflect those ethnic and cultural back-
grounds. Parents should have the onnortu-
nitv to select or anorovc of the ethnic
content of a Riven program, jn this watt
both parents and children identify with
day care center activities.

In those areas of the country where
families use two languages . . . both
languaReg shoul4 be used and the chil-
dren's familiarity with both strensthened.

77
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A curriculum which values cultural dif-
ferences should be a part of the child's
program from infancy. In programs that
involve only minority group children,
bilingual, bicultural education must be
an integral part of al: daily activities.
But in programs containi,ng only a portion
of children from a,particular groun, two

t arrangements might be made. An authority
figure (probably a parent) from a minority
group can be included in the program, and
special curriculum components in the area
oT relevant language skills and cuitural
awareness can be used. 6/

Involvement of parents is seen as a necessary com-

ponent if the program is to be culturally relevant. The

The pffice of Child Development has stated:

,Respect for the child's home should be
expressed throuth positive caregiver-child-
parent interaction. Parents should'be
inyolved at:a 'policy level in all areas
affecting: the child's education: Parents
should be encouraged to share the ehild's
experience in center activities. Care-
_givers should and support the
conce-pt of par ts as authority figures:
they'should also make home yirits when
possible. 2/

AA,

Day care workers and plannerd on Indian reservations,

in particular, have found that because of.the life-style

on the reservations mothers have much leisure time. This

situation provides opportunity to 9xtend centior activi-
.

ties to parents, as well RR to make use of their experi-

e4ce.
N,

In her article "Day Cnre for Indian Children," Young

atildren. January, 1965, Jerdone stated:

78
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: The situation on many reservations pre-
sents a special opportunity to extend
day care program activities to parents.

. Many parents, especially motheis,may
have considerable unplanned time.
Their concern for their children would be
an incentive for them to be closely in-
volved in such a service.8/

F

,--

Erma Clark noted a similar situatien on the Ute
-

Indian reservation. In ararticle entitled, "A Nursery

School on the Ute Indian Reservation," Childhood Educa-

tion, April, 1965, she wrote:

Because our program was novel fOr Indians,
mothers, gra:ndmothers, sisters, and aunts
came with the children. We finally had to
have the Indian home agent come to the
Pursery and set up sewing and cooking
classes to keeP the' extended family ocuPied
wbile the children'were in session. 1/

,
.

Interstate Research Associates suggested several
,

-.....,-,,... .

methods which could be usOd to involve parents iil iledd
_ .

Start programs for the Chicano child. These are rele-

vent for most day care servizes for any group of clients,'

but are of special significance for minority children

amd theiriparents;

I Use parents as volunteers an,' develop
' a career ladder to move parents'into

job slots as vacancies occur,

2 Maintain constant contact with paropts
during the programmatic year, encouraging
observational visits and Parent input on
direct4on in which the educational pro-
gram should proceedk,

C\s.
7 9
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3 Conduct classes in the child's home
and utilize the parent and the home
as an aid, to education,

4 Hbld regular sescions with parent
groups to assist in developing a co-
ordination of nEheel or educational
activities with the activities of

. the home.I0/

This group of experts a)so suggests, as was noted

in the Office'of Child Development Culdelines, that the

child-caring program be seen as an extencion'of 'the

child's home. They state:

$

. any program serving the Chicano
child must be formulated as an extension
of the home environment. The roles that
different family members Play in the
family and the extended family concept
held by the Chicano culture, munt Ono
be incorporated.into the program. Pro-
grams, in nhort, must attempt to dupli-
cate the home environment so that the
Chicano child does not have culture shock
upon entering the pre-school prograw.II/

There are many talents which parents have which can
I.

be utilized by centers to assure that programs are

ethnically relevant, as well as to provide a way to

involve parents meaningfully in center activities.

The.approaches suggested by Interstate Research

Associates included the following:

A critical component of bilingual bi-
cultural Head Start proerams is the
utilization of Parent expertise on com-
nunity projects and local center
Activitie.s. . . .

I
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Areas of pArental expertise which can be
of value in teaching teachers and chil-
dren the 'Hispanic culture arn:

t
..

Early childhood development
Dancing talents
Dramd talents
,Role playing
Art
Special education
Folklore tales
Regional foodi and their origin
Local, cultural modes and their
values 12/

Promotion of Pride in Ethnic and Racial Heritage

Regardless of the setting or type of child welfare

service heing provided, nrofnasionals and parent surro-

gates have the opportunity and the obligation to instill

in the minority group child a Prade in his ethnicity and

his cultural heritage. In many ways adequate recognition

of ethnicity in the initial stages of program planning

and implementation will insure that programs are ethnic-

ally meaningful to the child. However, there is a more

active role, above mere recognition, which can be taken

to build ethnic pride as an important part of the child's

ego development. In his paper, "A Black Practice in

Foster Care," Small outlines what he feels a Black child-

\..--...

caring service must do to Promote Pride and a sense of
.....

ethnic identity in the Black child\..

. . provide experiences which Promote
a healthy (mann, eelf-worth, self-pride,
and self-confidence

r . . . incorporate opnortunities to ex-
perience success and personal gratifica-
tion in the exercise of self-determina-
tion.
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. . stinulatc positive lacntitv with his
nelehborbood and the lprper community, so
that he feels he has n stnke in their sur-
vival and inprovement.11/

StnilAr steps have been outlined hy Interstate Pe-

search Associates in its Uooklet, "Apnroache: for the

Institution'alization of Bilineual IliCultural Head Start

Pro a,,rms.Serving the Chicano Child-" These aref

' The Chicano child must be taueht'in such
a manner so that he may maintain and
develop further the self-concept which
he has. The teacher nust recognie and
be knowledgeable of the positiv.e aspects
of the Chichno child, of who he is and
what he is.

. . Th.: Chicano child is usually aware
of his role within his family (both im-
mediate and extended). He must also
learn his rolc ns a member of a culturally
pluralistic society. The Chicano child
sheuld be helned to maintbin his cultural
heritage and to realize its value mnd con-
tribution to the society. HiA identity
must be maintatned 4S a Chicano, rather
than 401ded into an ;spirant to the Anglo
culture.I4/

1

The specific thinps mentioned in this bocklet to ern- .

note pride in the Chicano culture are program corip.ments

which can be translated for application to anN minOritv

eroup child:

. . Provide for success of experience
as a Chicano.

Develop an awaren4:ss of Chicano culture
as beine a conhinatton o the Indian
Mexican Hispanic culture.

Room envirenn(.nt should reflect Chicano
aq well AA AnPlo culture.
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Use of ChIcano fo,ds in the nutritional
program.

Use of songs, games, dances, fingerpinys,
stories, art activities, for both Chicano
and Ane10 cultures.

/stress) Tbc contributions of the IndianMexican-
Hispanic culture by pointing out geo-
graphic nnnes with Hispanic roots,
Spanish terris ndonted by the English
langunPe, emphasis on local history,
pointine out Hispanic architecture, and
the celebration of ethnic holidays.. , . 12/

The Office of Child Development hns made similar

recommendntions and has stated:

In order to meet the special needs of
ethnic croups, curriculum components
should include the following arens:

Self.fiden_t:t1.:: Children need to develop
self-awareness and a positive self-
image. It is recommended that there be
more thap one lan-Punge used in tbe learn-
ing Proces,:: and that there be'focus on
the concept of skin color differences,
and the use of bilingual songs, gares,
fingernlays, stories nnd gams.

For children who must fulfill multi-
cultural roles n positive 3mage of this
should be envisaged by the caregiver
and communicated to the child. Emphasis
should be Placed on the value of being
multi-lingual and multi-cultural.

Cultur-1 Awlreness. The child should
identify with or relate to the two or
more cultures of which he is A part. He

should bu educated to allow him to make
maximum contribution to those cultures.
Materials renresentine the culture should
he a part of all prnernms denline with .

minority chi'dren rend room environments
ihould reflect these cultures. The nutrf-
ion prograr should reflect a variety of
epresentative foc.ds and minoritv,t.roup

holidays should be celebrated. JA/
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Se.ction Seven

DEVLOPMENT OF A MULTIETHNIC SERVICE .SYSTEM

In their book, Children of tile Storm, Billingsley and

Giovannoni stated thatspractitioners in the child welfare

field must:

...abandon the notion that a single,
white-conceived, white-dominated, and
white-administered system of child
welfar(,hampered. as it is by.racism,
'bureaucracy, professionalism, and
sectarianism,can possiLly meet the
needs of all children cf all races
and sui,ettltnres. i4e nced to adopt a
pauraliLtic, multiethnic concept.on
of chil : welfzre services, and to
develop deliberately and r.stematiciallys
'cli-fferent child welfare services that
will explicitly consider these eitlinic'

realities.1/

in this section three proposals suggested in the

,lieerature, for making the multiethnic service s5?stem a
s .

reality will be presented: increased representation and

input from ethnic.minorities at all levels of service plannirig
t

and delivery; changes in the legal basis as well as adminis-

t.ative regulations of existing programs to make them more

responsive to the needs of ethnic minority children; and

the creation -of separate child-caring systems conceived and

a4mJnistered by the ethnic group for its own children.

85
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increased_Minorisy ytkresentation.in the
Planning ald peliyos, of Servjses

That ethnic minorities have been underrepresented In

key planning, adminintrative and service positions in the

past has been documented in the literature, especially within

the last five years.

'rn July 1968, for example, the Child Welfare League

of American undertook a study of the participation of

ethnic minorities in agency administration. The League

sent a questionnaire to 300 of its accredited, provisional,

and general member agencies inquiring into this motter. The_

s':udy findings were based en the complete and unambiguous

responses of,225 agencies serving a total of 356,700. children,

and revealed that:

The staffing pattern of the public non-
sectarian agencies and sectarian agencies
follows rouchly the picture of clientele,
with non-white staff most often'reported
In public agencies ard least often in sectarian
agenuies. A.total of $4 agencies re:iorted
exclusively whlte staff - 3 public, 24
non-sectcrian and 25 :Letarian. The problem
of attracting and holding non-white staff was
a matter of comment 17.1. several ageucies.

lion-white staff are meere likely ihan others
to hold certain positions. Thus the pro-
portion of non-whites was higher in the
group work-recreation, residential child
care, edu'ational and teacher aide positions
than in ..ne admi.eistrative-supervisory and
caseworker positiG4s.

Agency boards are less likely tt be intpgrated
than clientele or staff. however, a large
majority of the reporting agencies (147 ef
the 231 that responded to this question)

7 Ilind nt least awne non-white i.oard members. ...

. , 86
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Billingsley and Cloi:annoni note the lack of repre-

sentation of Blacks on boards of agencies, even where

Black children represent the Jargest segment of the client

1populati'm!

Black representation on boards of directors
does cake some slight inroads into the
control oftchild welfar4..agencies, although
such representation of the Black community is
not overwhqlming. . ..The Boards of social
agencies have traditionally been composed
of wealthy white citizens who are hardly
representative of a wide spectrum of the
white community ox of white clientele.
This rather skewed representation of white
pepOle.is seldom challenged. When it comes
to choosing Black board members; however,
social agencies boli down trying to decide
"w,ho represents the Black community?" Such
a question has delayed and stymied many an
attempt to increase Black representation
on social agcncy hoards. Concern about
representetiveness would certainly be
-alleviated by doub.ling or tripling Black
mambership, providing for input from a
broad spectrum of the interests of the
Black community.]V

American Indians have voiced a similar concern over

their under-representation in the planning of programs for

their peolle. In hir artiele, "A White House Conference on

the Ame7ican'Indian," aocial Work, January, 1973, Charles E.

Farris stated:

The Indian trib24 have nevei been invol'ved
in 0 significant or meaningful way in the
dewIlopment of programs for Indians. It

is essential that any program reform should
directly involve the Indian tribal groups
and reflect tribal thinki il and planning.
For too long there have bevn too many
bureaucratic chiefs and not enough blanket
Indians involved in policy yakking. In
addition, program planners have ignored
the diversity and heterogeneity of the more
than three hundred dineinct Indian tribal
cultIrres...Unless the programs are compatible
with Indian tribal i1e, they are doomed tu
failure.-4/
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The recently issued American.lndian Task Force Report

of the Council on Social Work Educatior also advocated the

use of Indian cxRertise at all.levels in the implementation

of programs for Indian people. The Task Force declared:

...there are very fow Indian paraprofessionals
working,in American Indian organizations, or
in any other social service agencies that.
service the American Indian population.
It is imperative that the American Indian .
be thoroughly involved in any program
seeking to develop solutions to American
Indian problems. The Task Force would
develop or encourage the devel6pment of
training programs for paraprofessionals
serving the American Indian.i/

In speaking of Indian representation in the Bureau

of Indian Affairs under whose auspices many of the child

welfare rrograms for Indian ch:ldren are conducted, Herbert

H. Locklear stated:

$ Few Indian persons hold high administrative
positions in the Bureau, probably less than
twenty. The programs are primarily
administered by Persons of the white middle-
class majority.soma of whom accept as fact
the myth that Indians do not want to work.
Seemingly they assume that Indians do not
want to take part in the program far lack of
the necessary ability: They thus preclude
the Indians active participation in the
program's plans and operation and hinder his
progress.V

Interstate Research Associates stressed the'importance

of ethnic representation on the board and the staff in

programs for Chicano children. They requested thg following:

That the Director be bilingual, bicultural
Chicano,

That the staff (profesaional, paraprofessional,
and volunteer) be bilingual and bicultural,
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That the staff be recruited from'the
aervice a.rea,

That the staff be involved in other
community effortsI/

md.

In his article, "The Chicano and Social Work," Social

Casework, May 1971, Alejandro Garcia outlines the advantages

the Chicano social worker has in working wi'th Chicano

clients:

Chicano social workers would be more
effective in working with Chicano
clients than would white social workers.
Without .having to cope with communication
and cultural barriers; worker and cliett
can begin to work almost,immediately on
the presenting problem.ai

Puerto Rican professionals are also recommending 'that

their numbers be increased on agency boards and agency staff.

For eicample, the New York Committee for the Care of Puerto

Rican Children, issued a position paper in which :he following

statement was made:

As a general rule, agencies continue to
exclude Puerto Ricans from key positions.
There is little relationship between the
overwhelming proportion of their Puerto
Rican clientele and their Puerto Rican
staff. The correction of this.dituation
is a basic recomaendation....

The Puerto RicEtn populationln New York Ith

is well over one million. Twenty-five
percent of the 27060 children in placement
are Puerto Rican. Therefore, it is
imperative that agency personnel be
bilingual-bicultura/.

Puerto Ricans currently employed by Child
welfare agencies arc at the clerical,
custodial, and paraprofessional level. It
in significant that less than 1 percent
of the staff at the Bureau of Child Welfare
7 a mere 70 out of 2,000 - is Puerto Rican.
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A similar situat)on exists in private
child-caring agencies. We support the
recommendation made by the Child Welfare
League in November 1972 regarding staffing
of agencies and community participation
by members of ethnic communities.1/

According to Emelicia Mizio, President of the

Association of Puerto Rican Social Workers, even the few

Puerto Rican social workers who are on agency staff perceive

themselves as being treated unequally. In an article which

'appeared in Social Casework, entitled "Puerto Rican Social

Worke:s and Racism," she noted:

Puerto Ricans are not generally in the
powerful prestigeous positions in the
welfare hierarchy. It is time for a
dialogue between Puerto Ri.an social
workers and their fellow workers. \Feelings
are strong because Puerto Ricans feel
themselves tre'ated as third class pro- it

fessionals. The hierarchy is clearly
white, black, and Puerto Rican....

The concept of maximum feasible participation
should not be limited to clients of the
/welfare system...Assuring meaningful
'representation to the members of minorit);
groups is not only'just, it is essential
if we are to establish communication
between 4hites and non-whites and thus
expediteservices....A welfare system
dominated by the White Anglo-Saxon
Protestant finds it difficult.to respond
to the needs of those it was established
to serve, and canaot be attiactive as a,
career to members of minority groups.ig./

-Underlying the demand for'increased ethnic repre-

sentation is the blief on the part of many minority group

malbers that they ire the only ales who can adequately assess

their own needs. This position was taken by J. Julian Rivera

in his article, "Growth of Puerto Rican Awareness," Social

Casework, February, 19744 Rivera stated:

9 0
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In general terms, the goal of Puert16 Vican
leadership is to control, or have effective
input in those programs that serve oi should
serve thair'communities. Such inpue should
be,present at all.levels, from the planning
stages to administration, implementation,
monitoring, and evaluation. As long as the
non-Puerto Rican agencies and organizations
plan, fund, administer and implement programs
And services intended to serve Puerto RicAns,
those institutions deprive Puerto Ricans of
the oppbAunity of developing exwertise,
establishing the necessary contacts with
funding sources, acquiring positions of
leadership, and, in all probabi4ity,
receiving adequate service....

The essential element in the Puerto Rican
approach is the promulgation of the conceNt
that PUVTto Ricans are the only experts on
Puerto Ricans. This message is Deing
conveyed to funding sources as well as to
the. institutions that serve or should serve
Puerto Ricans. Predictabay, this stance
brings Puerto Ricans,in direct conflict
with institutons and individuals who may
honestly be144ve they can help and have
helped Puerto Ricans. The enforcement of
the stance has been manifested by boycott
of services, pub)ic exposure, and, more
recently,'by, legal action41/

Asian Americans also express the sentiments already

noted for the other grouis. Pei-Ngor Chen; in writing of

1

the Samoan American community lin California, stated the need
1

for bilingual bicultural Asian workers:r
1 -

...in social serviCe delivery, the most
serious protlem is th, shortage-of
bilingual bicultural social workers.
Coordination is nee.dei to promote integrated
delivery of services. Social workers in
the larger community cannot adequately
assist Samoans in need because ol the
commUnication barrier. Samoan immigrants
are fearftil and shy.in seeking social
services from people who cannot speak
their language, and they are reluctant
to go oto available social agencies liecause

A they distrudt the larger cormunity.
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...Bilitngual bicultural social workers
should be employed by existing agencies
In the larger community so that the
services these agencies provide to the
Samoans mpy be relevant and meaningful.12/

U Chen notes stmilar needs in the Ching-al communityr
f!

..s there are few Chinese speaking workers
in'public civil services and few bilingual
social workers in private and public
agencies. The writer has only been able
to find one Chinese speaking psychiatrist
in southern California....

=11.

Most clients feel more at ease when thay
talk with a social worker who speaks the
same dialect and who has th,e same cultural
background as they. Therefore ir is important
for the social worker to be-aware not only
of ate valuee . and norms of the Chinese
culture, but also,Aof the fact that the
personality of the client may be di erent
frot that of the Western client.13

The need for bilingual bicultural staff was one of the

issues addressed by the Asian American Irask Force of the
r

Coencil on Social Work Education which stated in its report:

Individualized services within given helping
situations are a prerequisite for effective
services, and it is in this context that we
must clearly see the need for training of
bilingual and bicultural workers who,can

. adapt or modify social:Work mextods and
0 techniques to work effectively with Asian

American persons...it is essential to
establish special local ethnic group-oriented

0.
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agencies staffed with service personnel who
share the same ethnfc characterifities and
have deep understanding and empathy. The
workers should be traineZYmfunction
competently within the network of the
larger social and educational sy stem.1±1

Finally, the Task Force addressed the need for more 19)

meaningful input from the entire Asian American chsunity

at the policy-makiig level:

The Asian American communities aspire to
participate fully in the provision of
social services and resources to solve'
social problems. Asian tt.,:ricans Aemand
to be included'in the dev opment of
social service programs, A administering
the resources mobilized, and in having a
place in the policy making bodies to be
heard and to influence policy decisions.44'

gf

Legal and Administrative ChnngeA.

To facilitate baaic changes in service delivery to

meet the needs of minority children, several proposals

have been made for revisions in the legal and adminis-
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trative aspects qf social services. A suit against the

major.child-..caring agencies in New York City nnd their

administrators, Wilday_vs.._ Surarran, brought as a class

action on behalf of childrd in care by the New York

Civil Liberties Union and the Legal Aid Society, serves

to emphasize this point. In the suit, which is likely .

to have far reaching implications for the child welfare

field, it is Ileged that illack Protestant children are

denied equal access to service because of New York City's

reliance on the purchase of care from voluntary sectarian

agencies. Attorneys for the plaintiffs have stated that

such a.pattern results in "a child-care system permeated

by racial,discrimination," as well as.a 1-e4( /of adequt.te

services for 064se children most inneed of care.1111

The New York Committee for the Care of Puerto Rican

Children also calls for legal changes as a basil for

improved services, st:'cing:

A general overhaul of the le 1gal, rovisions
e
)

and the regulations of the Stat 3oard of
Social Welfare is strongly recommended.

The laws, regulations, guide1in5s and
traditional practices governing agency,
operations are often antithetic1 to the
real needs of Puerto Rican chil ren.
Many of these criteria were developed in
another era with the neeJs of other
children in mind.
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...Ca4es in point are the hig.h priority
afforded religious background and the
rules of the State Board on sleeping
arrange:entg for children in foster care.

Pe i4comnend that au official body, such
as a commission composed of Muerto Rican
religious and community leaders, be
established to review thoroughly j),Il laws
and regulations..related to the child
welfare Nelda!'

The ways in which stated policies are implemented

can also affect outcome. This is true in particular.in

regard to adoption.

Among the arguments against transracial adoption,for

example, is the claim that child-caring resources could

be found within the ethnic .communities, if the effort

wore'really made. Many agency rules and regulations

which govern the selection of foscer parents and adoptive

parents thwart this effort because they establish en-

lealistic requirements in t,.rms of the circumstances in

which most non-whites : ve in thAs society.

In his book, The Strensths of Black Fa*Alies, Robert

Hill discussed the issue of adoption with respect to the

enormous rate of absorption of dependent children by child

caring resources within the Black community, and outside

of tlve established child welfare sysiem. He stated, with

reference to his own'stDdies: .

...findings also strongly suggest that present
placement policies and assumptions of most
adoption agencies need to he radically

9 5
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overhauled. The disprrportionate number
cf black children awaiting placement in
these agencies is often attributed to
reluctance or "apathy" of ;lacks to adopt
children, but this is not the canc. Black
families are already adopting to a very
large degree.

In fact, each year blaek fapilics demonstrate *

their ability to "adopt" children with a
placement rate more than ten timee'that
of formal adoption agencics....Moreover data
from recent st;Idies suggest that black
families arc even formally adopting
children at a greater rate than white
families of comparable means....

Placement regulations of formal adoption
agencies wou-d ordinarily prevent most
of these families from formally adopting
these children. They do not possess the.
"right" credentials - they are most often
"fatherless" or "too poor" or "too dis-
organize-d." Since these families demonstrate
a capacity to absorb these children each
year, innovative placesmnt procedures, .

such as income subsidies to floor families,
should be widely expanded-V./

The National Association of Black Social Workers han

also expressed its concern over existing policies and

procedures;

Black families can be found when agencies
alter their rei;uirements, methods of approach,
definitions of suitable family, and tackle
the legal machinery to facilitate interstate
11acements....

The extended family of grandparents, zunts,
cousins, etc.,may well be a viable resource
if agencies will lefitimize them; make them

vtheir arca of initial ex.loration and work o

first to develop and celsent their potential.
This is valid and pr^ferential even if
financial assistance in necessary.

,
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We denounce the assertion that Placks will
not adopt, we affirm the fact that Black
people in large number cannot maneuver the
obstacle course of the traditional adoption
process. This process has'long been a
screening out device. The emphasis on high
income, educational achievement, residential
listatus, and other accoutrements of the white
middlezclass oryle eliminates Black applicants
by the score.12/

Many members of ethnic minority groups cannot comprehend

the logic of a child welfare systen which will pay a non-

relative a board rate to keep a child, often at great

expense to the State, but refuses to subsidize the

natural parents or extended family members to provide

care for their own children. The Indian editors of

Akwesasne Notes have stated:

Some communities are caught in such severe
economic problems that virtually everyone
must rely on welfare payments. Homes are
not the most luxurious. Social workers
have foster mothers in the suburbs that
are just dying to have an Indian chiles%
their son will have someone to play with.
Regulations do not allow foster care
payments to relatives....but a white foster
parent can collect a monthly check. And
another Indian child loses his peop le.M1

There are many proposals in the literature for changes

in policies nnd practices so that the needs of the

minority children can be better served. One suggestion

frequently made, and now in practice in some States, is

to subsidize adoptive parents whose incomes would other-

wise make then ineligale to adopt.

Billingsley and Giovnnnoni commented favorably on

subsidized adoption, when they declared:
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Perhaps the most-promising development in
the late 1960's, and one'intended primarily
to benefit Black and other minority children,
was subsidized adoRtion. Subsidized
adoption is identical to all other adoptions
in all ways except that the adoptive parents
receive financial assistance toward maintenance
of the child. It differs from long-term
foster care or quasi-adoption in that the
child is legally adopted....subsidized adoption
offers a most concrete solution for black
homeless children whose.potential parents
must be drawn in large part from among those
who ate economically unable to care for them

adoption.offers the promise
of a redefinition of "potential adoptive
parents" for Black 'Children which can sig-
nificantly increase the total pool of homes.==/

The National Association of Black Social Workers also

supported this approach to providing care:

Convert some of the child care agencies into
_extgnde.4.1amily-11.omas Zhis.maamsthat
instead Of paying $10,000 per child for
institutional maintenance, the money will go
directly to those people who wish to adopt
children.

For example, the average current financial
cost for the operation of group homes with
around eight children is $150,000 (most for
agency staff, rent, equipment, etc.). Would
it not be better for the child to be placed
in a Black home and the money channeled to
the adoptive parent for whatever is needed .
to sustain a decent standard of living?E/

One other alternative is that of quasi-adoption. Such

a program was developed by the Children's Aid Society of

Pennsylvania in 1964. In har article, "Permanent Placement

of Negro Children Through Quasi-Adoption," Child Welfare

(December, 1968), Roberta Andrews defined the quasi-

adoption program:

98
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While based upon "what is known about
sound adoption practices, it has disyiact
differences. One of the major differences
is that quasi-adoptive families need not
commit themselves.at the outset to legal
adoption, although the agency from the
beginning lays the groundwork for making
this outcome a distinct possibility.

If an aPplicant family app.ears to be able
to provide a.stable, healthy, loving
envirenment for a child, it signs an
agreement with the ag.ency which sets forth
certain conditions. These are that a
weekly b6Ard payment and clothing ahd
medical care can be provided, that casework
interviews will be held.at regular intervals,
and that approximately every six months
there will be a review with the family of
its decision with respect to adoption.21J

Jones has suggested that other possible solutions

for Black youngsters are permanent foster care and small

1

. ...r... .... ........4.
.. .............- ..

group care within the Black community. These approaches

have particular relevance for the older child growing up

in foster care. By small group care is meant no more

than 6-8 youngsters in a house with professional house

parents.aili

Creation of Separate Systems

In Children of the Storm, Billingsley and Giovannoni

express the need for the creation of separate child caring

institutions designed and staffed by Black peoi,le to meet

the needs of their children:

HOwever committed and professional the
private white agencies may be, their
major concern must still remain white
children. However large the public
agenciei may be, their major concern
must be'for all the children .i.a need,

and they must operate within certain

99
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universalistic principles which are in
the final analysis subject to the white
majority. Clearly, the public agencies
cannot have the flexibility and
particularistic charactey needed to
create.. new waysoto servt Black children.
There0s,therefore, a crying need for
specilally Black-concetved, designed,
managed, and staffed agencies to serve
in a specific way the needs of the Black
children in the conttxt of Black famAlies
and the Black community. .. .The important
thing about these agencies--the thing
which makes them Black--is that the
community would conceive them, design
them, and make the important policy
decisions about their structure,
functions, staff, and services to children.21/

In their article, "Some Opinions on,Finding Homes for

Black Children," Children (July/August, 1971), Herzog,

Sudia, and Harwood noted responses from the experience

survey which they conducted on the search for adoptive

families for Black children. The findings indicated that

some,Black professionals have given considerable thought

to the creation of separate black child welfare agencies:

Some suggestions were offered to counter
act "institutional racism." A few recom-
mended wholly Black staffs and boards.,
since White social workers are, "not used
to Black people." As one respondent noted,
'I think there has to be some exploration
of all Black agencies. We have to be in a
position to set up 'our own definitions and
criteria. Often this amounts to a totally
different defiqition of the family and the
environmentnAii

Thomas C. Atencio in an article entitled H The Survival

'of La Raze Despite Social Services," Social Casework,

Hay, 1971, expresses his poiut sf view Whicti is thxt

attempts to make existing social service institutions more

responsive to the ethnicity and special needs of the
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minority client have largeli failed, and ultimately
, .

,

separate ethnic institutions may have to be established:

...To this date the Chicano.nation still
depends on the health, welfare, and
educational institutions of this society.
Nevertheless, despite our being subject
to them, we have not received our due in
relation to our culture or life-style. and
-many conditions--that is, conformity with
the agenda of the dominant structure-
preclude our using any service.

We therefore have tvo clear alternatives
in dealing with these institutions: (1)
change them so they can better serve
La Raze or (2) develop parallel systems
and establish total independence. Clearly
the latter is the ideal situation because'
previous attempts at reform have failed.
Nevertheleas, the former is the one that
most of us would desire to try first.111

In an article about the founding and development of

the Puerto Rican Family Institute in New York City,

entitled "The StFuggie to Develop Self-Help Institutions,"-

Socik,.E!sework, February, 1974; Auguatin Gonzalez stated .

----...

his belief that Puerto Ricans must develop their own

institutions if their problems are to be solved. He said:

In 1961, equipped with an M.S.W. and much
concern about the problems faced by the
Puerto Rican on the mainland, I came to
the conclusion that it should be up to us
as Puerto Ricans to develop our own
institutions. Otherwise, we would continue
to be at the bottom of the ladder, without .

the proper services to the individual or
to the commuhit/ as a whole.211/

Two main reasons have been expressed as rationale

for the creation of separate agencies or service systems.

One is to counteract the inatitutionalized'raciam in the

general service system. The other is to allow for maximum

recognition of ethnic values and group-related needs.
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The Asian American Task Force Report of the Council on

Social Work Education, in a "Problems and Needs Perspective,"

haR differentiated between common problems and needs that

Asian Americans share with the general population, and

those that require ethnic - specific perspectives. To
..

meet the needs a proposed "consortium-satellite"concept

is suggested, with a central apparatus for programming

and a satellite as a direct service agency. They stated:

The satellite conceet is Vased on the
premise that each Asian ethnic group
determines its own service.requirements
and specialkzed needs. Each óf the Asian

.\-,(1 communities must determine and assess its
priorities in terms of service requirements.
Each of the communities differs'socio-
logically, economically, geophysically,
and geopolitically. While each community
shares common educational, emploYment,

. housing, health and welfare needs, there also
exists specialized needs for mental health
services, employment services,health services,
welfare services, and the like.29/
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SUMMARY

This review of issues and proposals has quoted

extensively from the literature, using the references

as a data source from which to draw findings. The

findings are varied, but Aupport the folldwing con-

- elusions;

1. There has been, especially in the last

four years, a burgeoning literature on ethnicity and

social welfare. The raising of key issues is no .

longer the sole province of politicians and community

leaders - professional social workers of "all minority

groups are being heard on the subject of service

delivery. This move to.professional literature has

not diluted the issues, but raqer strengthens the

presentations, since the trained wotker of the minority

group not only expresses the ethnic point of view, but

can also bring the educational background and work

experience to bear to measure the need, diagnose,

treat, and evaluate the ser4ice system.

2. The study hypothesis, that there will be

commonalities in problems among the groups, is well

supported in the litesature. For each of the four

major concerns identified; prevalence of myths and
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stereotypes, lack of appreciation of cultural patterns,

lack of recognition of bilingualism, and threats to

group survival, ample citations w,ere faund.from.the

literature of all four grouos. There were also many

common expressions in proposals for chanRe. Proposa3s

for re-education', training and programminR of cultural

materials were also generally expressed, as were

suggestions for a multiethnic service system.

3. Given the extent of the literature, the grow-

ing professionalization in presentation of issues, and

the multiplicity of proposals, it is apparent that a

new area for social work concerns is emerging. The

o ,tstate of the art, at present, is that many important
W.

but untried and untested proposals are before us. This

is a propitious time for systematic study. Appropri-
A

ate recogr'tion of ethnic lectors in child welfare

should have measurable effects in meeting client, staff,

and community nc ts. Tbe next phase of study,beyond

,delineation of programs, is testing of outcomes.

1
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